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CHAPTER l 
INTRODUCTION 
During the last decade of years great strides have been 
acc~plished in the field of reading, language and related arts. 
Although the pendul~ has swung ~o a most favorable position 
concerning these arts, the topic is still ripe for further 
study. 
Reading is the important factor when scaling the needs for 
the intellectual growth of any child, but particularly so in the 
life of the child who 1a deaf. 
Because it is an art in itself, reading moat find its 
development in the mastery of language. Language for the 
hearing child is of a repetitive nature. Vocabulary, its 
concept and application are results of constant hearing, 
repeating and usage of various words and ideal. This is not so 
with the child having a hearing impairment . Language for this 
child can only be developed and maintained by reading and the 
related arts. 
Therefore, it should be the primary goal for every parent 
and teacher of the deaf child to stimulate the inner language 
ability by presenting ideas through pictures, words, sounds and 
~====•d~r~a~ma~tization in accordance with the child's age level .. ________ ~~ 
-
Dr. Croht, one of Acerica's =est diatinguished teachers of 
the deaf, particularly in the field of com=unication arts, 
maintains that: 
Normal deaf children who are good lipreaders 
usually have good oral and written language 
and are good readers . Their contacts with the 
hearing are satisfactory, normal and pleasant. 
Deaf children who have a true concept of 
language will want to use language and will 
not be satisfied with a one-way affair in 
communication. They will want to take part 
in conversations at home or in school. They 
will have something to say and will wish to 
aay it.l 
STATEMEI\"T OF M PROBLEM 
The goal of this study is to develop a reading progrrua in 
which the other language arts are so correlated that the 
teaching of reading will be more effective to primary children 
who are deaf . 
JUSTIFICATION 
For centuries this priceless gift of language has been the 
initial concern of teachers of the deaf. It is believed that 
an early maatery of si=ple language conatruction should prevent 
looctor Mildred A. Groht, Natural Language !2! ~ 
Children (Waahington: Alexander Graham Bell Association for the 
Deaf, Inc., 1958), p. 27. 
2 
0 'I I reading problems caused by inability to cope with language. 
Doctor states: 
There is one point on which all educators of the 
deaf agree·· that language is the most important 
subject in the curriculum. Most of us agree also , 
that if a deaf child can be taught to read with 
ease and enjoyment his educati onal future is 
assured.2 
Because reading is too often an isolated period in t he day, 
there i s no volitional carry-ove r in daily use of language. 
The necessity to cover the gamut of language needs of the deaf 
child must be met by a program which correlates all avenues of 
communication . 
Fitzgerald3 asserts that the prime importance of reading 
in modern living emphasizes its key position in the education 
of deaf children . We live in a reading age . In spite of the 
widespread use of pictorial communication of ideas through 
movies and television, picture magazines and comic books, there 
still remains an ever growing need for reading. 
2 
Powrio V. Doctor, "Reading for the Dea f ," !!J!. Volta 
Review, LV (March, 1953) , 132. 
3~targaret H. Fitzgerald, "Reading-- The Key to Progress for 
Deaf Children," American Annals .2£ !h£_ ~' CIII 
(November, 1958), 405 . 
3 
0 Furthermore, Sister Anna Rose4 reports that proficiency in 
reading fastens social adjustment, wherein a child wno is deaf, 
by feeling his ability to see and learn practically everything 
his hearing brothers and sisters do, becomes acceptable to 
himself , as well as others, because he has arrived at the menta~ 
moral and psychological goals of reading to learn, and has 
thereby attained secure happiness . 
SCOPE 
This paper will be concerned with the use of the language 
arts required in teaching reading lessons more effectively to 
deaf children, namely: 
Speech 
Speech reading 
Auditory Training 
Other Arts 
The lessons will be based on the Guidebook ~~ich 
accompanies the primer Fun with John and Jean. 5 The study will 
also include a compilation of the teaching materials used for 
twelve selected stories from Fun with John and Jean. 
4sis ter Anna Rose, "They Can ' t Help 
Review, LVIII (November, 1956), 382 . 
But Read " The Vo 1 ta 
• 
5The Reverend John A. O'Brien, The New Cathedral Basic 
Readers, Curriculum Foundation Series (New York: Scott, 
Foresman and Company, 1952) . 
~=~----
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4 
Emphasis will be placed on the following objectives: 
Deafness 
1 . Correlation of reading with the other 
language arts . 
2. Provision of opportunities for the use of 
all sensory avenues, namely: visual, 
auditory and kinesthetic . 
3. Utilization of residual hearing. 
DEFINITIONS OF TEruf~ 
Silverman proposes the following classification and 
definitions: 
1. The Deaf 
- -Those in whom the sense of hearing is 
non-functional for the ordinary purposes 
of life. This general group is made up 
of two distinct classes based entirely on 
the time of the loss of hearing: 
(a) ~ congenitally ~: Those 
who were born deaf . 
(b) The adventitiously deaf: Those 
who were born with normal hearing 
but in whom the sense of hearing 
became non-functional later through 
illness or accident . 6 
2. The .!!!!!! 2.f Hearing 
Those in whom the sense of hearing although 
defective , is functional with or without a 
hearing aid . 
6Dr. S. R. Silverman, "Hard-of- Hearing Children," in 
Hearing and Deafness (New York: Rinehart and Company, Inc . , 
1947), p. 353. 
5 
Hearing Lou 
Hirsh gives us the following definitions: 
1. Hearing Loss (Deafness) 
The Hearing Loss for a sound is the 
difference (in decibels) between the 
threshold for that sound and the 
corres pondi ng normal threshold . 
2. Hearing Loss (Speech) 
The Hear ing Loss for speech is the 
difference in decibels between the 
speech levels at which the average 
normal ear and the defective ear, 
respectively, reach the aame 
intelligibility, often arbitrarily set 
at 50 per cent. 
3. Decibel 
Speech reading 
The decibel is 1/10 bel. The 
abbreviation db is co;aonly used 
for the tea decibel. 1 
From Dr. Alex Ewing, famous lecturer in the education of 
the deaf, we learn: 
Spcechrcading, mora commonly and less 
correctly called lipreading, may be 
defined as the ability to understand 
speech by watching the movementa ~de 
in speaking. 8 
7Ira J . Hirsh, ~ Measur~nt ~ H~arins (New York: 
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1952), p. 337. 
8Alex W.G. Ewing, ~Handicap of Deafness (New York: 
Longmana, Green and Co. , 1946), p . 25 . 
-
6 
Streng9 describes lipreading or speechreading as an art 
which must be acquired by the person who receives his language 
stimuli through the visual sense . 
Audit ory Training 
Carhart info~s us: 
Auditory training is the process of teaching the 
child or adult who is hard of hearing to take full 
advantage of the $Ound clues which are still 
available to him.lO 
lrwinll describes auditory training as being useful for al~ 
children, whether or not they have a hearing impairment . 
Learning to listen and discriminate among sounds will have a 
favorable effect upon the child ' s attention in the regular 
classroom. 
Language Arts 
Hatchett declares: 
The widespread use of t:he term "language arts" 
in the elementary school today has resulted 
from the desire of teachers to expand this 
rather limited field of study and to include 
all the phases of language experiences which 
gAlice Streng et al., Hearing Therapy for Children 
(New York: Grune and Stratton, 1955), p. 165. 
lORaymond Carhart, "Auditory Training," Hearing and 
Deafness (New York: Rinehart and Company, Inc . ), p. 282 
llRuth Beckey Irwin, Speech and Hearing Therapy 
(New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc . , 1956), p. 158 . 
7 
are so closely linked. These phases include 
speaking, listening, reading, writing, 
spelling, and handwriting.lZ 
Jameson and Hicksl3 indicate that the language arts in the 
elementary school cannot be described by simple enumeration of 
important subject areas which it embraces . The language arts 
a ffect every experience of children, both inside and outside 
the school. Any schematic design tending to picture the 
program would indeed be most inclusive, since language 
provides total learning activities . 
12Hughes Hatchett, Teaching Language Arts ~ 
Elementary Schools (New York: The Ronald Press Co., 1956), p. l4 . 
13Marshall Jameson and lftn. Vernon Hicks, Elementary School 
Curriculum (New York: American Book Company, 1960), p. 181. 
8 
0 
CHAP-TER II 
REV IEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
Problem of Deafness 
Regardless of special problems , the child with a handicap 
has the same basic needs as all children and the personal 
qualities desired are not different . I f one has a loss of 
hearing or sight, a crippling condition of body or mind, it 
becomes more difficult to fulfill the normal needs of growth and 
development but these children are not different . Carr states 
that "there is a pronounced tendency to see and be concerned 
with the handicap before perceiving the child who has a 
handi cap ." 1 
The problo.ms of deaf children are varied and the ways of 
meeting these problems are highly individual . By the very 
nature of their impairment these children have handicaps which 
have an impact on their total development and adjustment . 
1Lela B. Carr, "Problems Confronting Parents of Children 
with Handicaps," Exceptional Children, XVIII (February, 1959), 
251. 
Avery mentions that "the effects of impaired hearing petvades 
all communication: understanding, speaking, reading, writing, as 
well as hearing language . ,.2 
Education for the deaf child, like that for the normal 
child, aims at giving him opportunities which shall lead him to 
fulfill physically, mentally and socially the best of which he 
is capable.3 One of our primary concerns in educating this 
child is to make him a well-integrated, happy deaf individual 
who feels that there is a place for hi m in this vast universe. 
Many authorities4 approach the problem of the education 
of deaf chil dren from the oral point of view. They believe that 
it is possible, practical , and desirable to teach totally deaf 
children to speak and to read speech. If special instruction 
is begun early enough, that is at nursery school age, the 
children learn to communicate very effectively. Great emphasis 
is placed on the responsibility of parents for such 
possibilities . 
2charlotte 8 . Avery, "The Education of Children with 
Impaired Hearing," in Cruickshank and Johnson (editors), 
Education of Exceptional Children and Youth (New Jersey: 
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1958), p. 340 . 
3Irene R. Ewing and Alex W. G. Ewing, The Handicap £! 
Deafness (New York: Longmans, Green and Co . , 1946), p. 206. 
4Hallowell Davis, Hearing~ Deafness (New York: 
Rinehart and Company, Inc., 1947), p. 15. 
10 
ln scaling the important factors influencing the primary 
school age level, it has been found that parent education is 
also mos t important . The basic need of any child whether 
average or exceptional is to be understood as fully as possible 
by all those adults who are to have a vital part in influencing 
his or her growth . lf the parents have accepted their children 
and have made them feel in them, a sense of security, love, 
confidence and understanding then these children will respond 
favorably to education when placed with teachers of the same 
attitudes. 5 
ln order to foster their child's healthy development, 
parents of the profoundly deaf child occasionally need guidance 
in understanding the limitations imposed by his handicap upon 
certain aspects of development , as well as his capacities for 
full growth in most areas. 
Murphy declares : 
The outlook for parents of acoustically 
handicapped children is much brighter now 
than it was twenty yea·rs ago . Electronic 
advances , greater public acceptance and 
understanding, more facilities, better-
trained specialists, and greater vocational 
5sister Mary Carl, C. S.J . , "Exceptional Children" (paper 
read at the Parents ' Association, Pittsfield, Massachusetts, 
November, 1959) . 
ll 
opportunitiee akl point to a aore 
hopeful future. 
Teachers also have a great responsibility in regard to the 
school life of a deaf child . Myklebust7 £eels that there is no 
area of endeavor which is more rewarding than that of working 
with deaf children. Much progress has been made and core is 
I 
aseured. Study and understanding of the deaf child will continue 
to be revealing and meaningful to the underetending of all 
children. 
With the handicapped, educati on differs from that of other 
schools . In a school Cor the deaf, the child receives a very 
normal education, but with small classes and trained teachers, 
therefore, getting the bait in a superior degree. ~~en his 
needs are not fulfilled, you have not a problem child but a 
child with a problem. Problems in the claaaroom need our 
attention . 8 
6Albert T. Murphy, "The Educational Nude of the 
Acoustically Handicapped," !!!£ Volta Review, LVII (Septaober, 
1955). 304. 
?Helmer R. Hyklebuet, "Toward a New linderetanding of the 
Deaf Child," American Annala of a:be Deaf, XCVIII (September, ~ 
1953), 357 . 
8sister Mary Josephina, C. S. J . , "Handicapped Children," 
(paper read at the Parente' Association, Randolph, Hassaehusett~ 
November 25, 1956). 
12 
In his most recent book, Pronovost mentions: 
"Teachers wi ll be better able to help the 
speech and hearing handicapped if they 
understand the many factors that can 
contribute to the handicap . n9 
In order to understand these children the teacher must 
study each as an individual. This would include observations 
of reactions to self and others, child ' s motives and purposes, 
his intellectual abilities , his imaginative capacity, his 
aptitudes and talents and his patterns of behavior. When 
possible, the teacher should also investigate the home to find 
further causes and factors which enter into the structure of the 
child's personality. 
Speech and language come slowly to the deaf child because 
of the hearing handicap . The slow process of acquiring language 
through substitute channels means a great retardation in 
education . This child is dependent upon his teachers for the 
very wherewithal of the thinking-language process . lO 
It is the task of every teacher to guide the development 
of intelligence and interests of the deaf children under her 
9wilbcrt Pronovost, The Teaching of Speaking ~ Listening 
in the Elementary School (New Yo·rk : Longmans, Green and Company, 
1959)' p. 299. 
lOcharles Van Riper, Speech Correction (New Jersey: 
Prentice- Hall, Inc., 1954), p . 154. 
13 
0 
care. She should provide an env·ironment conducive to I 
constructi ve and desirable reactions> thus affording the child 
genuine and convincing success . Such success will create in the 
child a desire for more learning experiences thus helping to 
eliminate many problems that he ~ill have to face in this 
hearing world. 
Importance of Reading in the Education of the Deaf 
Since reading is basic to speaking and writing, as well as 
to almost every aspect of learning and living, our 
responsibility as teachers of reading is great. 
Recent research studies yield convincing evidence that I 
phonics instruction is of greatest value . This value is only 
realized however, when the phonics lesson of each day is based 
upon the words which present difficulty in the daily reading 
lesson . 11 
The fac t will not be questioned that a knowledge of phonics 
is a ~ for the deaf child. 
Speech is one of his greatest problems . A knowledge of 
phonics will not only be a great aid in helping to solve this 
problem but will also facilitate his reading ability and mastery 
llsister Mary Lorraine , C. S.J ., "Putting Phonics in Its 
Place," The Catholic Educator, X.XVll (February, 1957), 374. 
14 
of the basic reading skills . 
Durrell maintains: 
As the chief objective in education is the 
intelligent self-direction of living, the 
chief objective of readi ng instruction is a 
mastery of the art of its many uses . Reading 
ski lls are tools . These tools may be used 
well or badly, and it is their use rather 
than their acquisiti on that provides the true 
measure of the success of reading 1nstruct1on . 12 
All teachers of the deaf are or should be concerned about 
their reading programs, for we all know how essential it is for 
the deaf to understand what they· read . Also, we are all agreed 
that the deaf would develop a better understanding of life in 
general if they would only read more and read intelligently. 
Such understanding would broaden their lives considerably, to 
say nothing of the addition of interests and more meaningful 
activities . 
Numbers states: 
To conceive of a school day without reading 
is impossible. It is a dominant aid to learning, 
and the printed page pervades all activities of 
the school year . Competence in reading is 
basic to achieving the goal in almost any field 
of endeavor . It is an art to be acquired 
through practice, and some children seem to 
12Donald D. Durrell, Improving Reading Instruction, 
(New York: World Book Company, 1956), p. 13 . 
15 
I 
acquire it more easily than others. It 
is an art which they must acqui re for 
themselves, however, by th~ir volition, 
and by their own efforts. l 
Instruction in beginning reading must be of such a nature 
that the deaf child learns to l ook upon reading as a process of 
acquiring new language. He mus t learn that meaning lies behind 
printed symbols, and that he does not read a group of words, 
even though he pronounces those words and knows that he has 
seen the forms before, unless he understands what the wo rds 
mean in the setting in which they are used . l4 
Reading is built upon the background of verbal 
understandings and abilities which the child possesses when he 
begins to learn to read . Reading is classified therefore, as 
one of the language ski lls . The process of learning to read is 
one of associating printed symbols with their language 
mcan1ngs . 15 
13Mary C. Numbers, " Reading for the Deaf," The Volta 
Review, LV (March, 1953), 137. 
14Paul McKee, Teaching £! Reading in the Elementary 
School, (Bos ton: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1948), p. 194 . 
15Marion Munroe, Growing In~o 
Scott, Foresman and Company, 195l),~p~. ~ , (New York: 
16 
I 
Educacors have reminded us that each time we read, we read 
for a specific purpose. It is our duty to make our pupils 
conscious of the purpose for which a selection is read, and to 
suit their style of reading to this purpose. 
Gray listed six apeeific aims of basic instruction in 
reading: 
1. To arouse keen interest in learning to read. 
2. To promote increased efficiency in both silent 
and oral reading. 
3. To extend and onrich experience and to satisfy 
interests and needs . 
4. To cultivate etrong motives for and permanent 
interests in reading. 
5. To elevate taste• in reading and to promote and 
discriadnate in eelecting books, magazines, 
newspapers and readers. 
6. To acquaint pupils with the sources and values 
of different kinds of reading materials and to 
develop ability to use them intelligently and 
critically.l6 
These aims are aleo most apropos for a successful reading 
program with deaf youngatera. 
~al reading ia "having thoughts." Thue thoughts may be 
thole of the author, or they may be tboughtl aroused in us by 
16wuuam S. Gray, "The Nature and Organization of Basic 
Instruction in Reading," Teaching Language in ~ Ele:ocntary 
School (Chicago: Univereity of Chicago Pre11, 1939), p. 66. 
17 
• • 
what we read . These two always intermingle in intelligent 
reading. A basic reader presents worthwhile thoughts and is 
planned to suggest thinking on the part of the children. l 7 
The Scott Foresman basic readers arc used extensively in 
schools for the deaf and for t he hearing. Every inci dent in the 
books should be buil t into the experience of the children, not 
merely as experience , but with all of the vocabulary and 
language which will later appear in the reading activity . l8 
With the use of standardi4ed text booka, modern techniques, 
good hearing aids, audio-visual aida and with feelings of 
confidence, enthusiasm and love, on the part of the teacher, the 
child and the parents, a successful reading program will oe 
established. It will produce real readera--readers who will 
continue to be just that, all through their lives, and because 
of this talent become happier, more useful and more interested 
in completing thei r education. 
17Edward Dolch, Teaching Primary Reading (Illinois: 
Tha Garrard Press, Publishers, 1960), p. 306. 
18£loia" Kennedy, "Teaching the Deaf Child to Read,'' 
American Annals 2! ~ Q!!!, CIV (November, 1959), 373. 
~ - , . • HP -
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L>nguage Development 
Language is a need common to all people, a need most basic 
to success in living and learning, for it enables man to express 
his ideas , to communicate his thoughts and feelings to others . 
It should be based upon a real need for c~unication so that 
when a deaf child is trying to say •~thing, it should be 
because he has soQething to say . 
Acoustically handicapped children do not learn langua&e as 
hearing chi ldren do, in their early years of life. Failure to 
hear interferes with the development of receptive language as 
the child cannot underetand what he cannot hear. This failure 
to hear and understand the spoken •~rd preventl the cevelop;ent 
of expressive languase aince the child is unable to make his 
ideas known to others. 
Unfortunately, we who hear cannot take even an imaginary 
trip into the soundleaa world of little deaf children, where no 
Language or very little exists . If wo could perhaps we might 
gain an appreciation of the pitfalls involved in learning 
language without hearing it. What we do know il that the 
teaching of langua~e to deaf children is a most difficult taak~9 
19Alice Stre.ng, "On I•oproving the Teaching o£ Language," 
American Annals£!~ Q£!! , CII I (November, 1958), 553. 
19 
The accepted methods of teachi ng language, speech and 
speechreading to deaf children range from the "natural language" 
method described by Groht 20 in her recent book, to the more 
structured systems such as those centered about the Fitzgerald 
21 Key . Both of these methods have certain common 
characteristics namely: 
1) They i nvolve talking to the children in the 
expectation that by frequent repetition, the child ~ill 
learn to recognize some speech through lipreading 
and will subsequently be able to produce some speech 
that is intelligible. 
2) They assume that the child will develop considerable 
understanding of speech reading before he will be 
able to produce speech which is made up of words, 
phrases and sentences . 
3) They recognize that reading goes along with the 
development of speech reading after the child has 
reached the age of about five or six. 
From Groht we learn: 
Language should be taught to the deaf child in such 
a way that through its use he can express those things 
he thinks and feels . Through his use of language he 
will reveal the extent to which he is growing mentally 
and emotionally, and to which he is changing from an 
! to a we approach to daily living.22 
20Mildred Groht, Natural Language f2! Q!!!, (Washington: 
The Volta Bureau, 1958) . 
21Edith Fitzgerald, Straight Language for £h£ Q!!!, 
(Washington: The Volta Bureau, 1954) . 
22croht, 2.e· cit., p. 21. 
20 
A quotation from Strickland also bears great weight when 
discussing the teaching of language to the deaf: 
There are four aspects of language with which the 
school is concerned: list ening and speaking , reading 
and writing. Listening and reading are the intake 
aspects of language , Che means by which one enriches 
himself and adds to his stock of interest and 
knowledge. Speaking and wri ting are the outgoing 
aspects , the means through which one exp~esses himself 
and communicates his thinking to others . 3 
The teacher of the deaf should consider these words 
seriously. If the bearing child, with his widespread 
understanding and use of language , needs these four aspects of 
language, how much more so does the deaf child have need of 
these important language arts . 
There are four points that Buell would impress on every 
teacher of the deaf: 
1) Many of the so-called "deaf mutisms" in language are 
entirely due to the teacher. A teacher who uses 
stilted language to her pupils and who fails to seize 
every opportunity to give the child the natural 
language used by hearing people to express the thought 
in his mind , is preventing that child from acquiring 
natural, correct English. 
2) Drill on any one form of language construction is 
useless unless the drill be connected with a life 
situation. 
23auth Strickland, The Lang~age Arts in the Elementary 
School (Boston: D. C. Heath and Co . , 1951), p. 97 . 
21 
3) Any deaf child of average intell igence can be taught 
to express hi mself in reasonably correct English . 
4) No matter how mixed a child's language may be, it 
can be straightened out, given a good teacher a~~ 
the desire to improve on the part of the child. 
The major objective in teaching language to young deaf 
children is spontaneity: the desire and tendency to express 
ideas and facility in so doing. The first pre- requisite for 
fluent and unrestrained expression is an abundance of 
experiences tha t will provide plenty of materials to talk or 
write about . 
Pronovost tells us: 
With the child ' s basic language as a foundation, the 
teacher provides experiences which broaden language 
usage. The child's speaking and listening vocabulary 
are used to develop a reading vocabulary. Listening 
skills are refined to utilize auditory discrimination 
as a basis for phonetic analysis in reading. In all 
of the language arts, the language is the same: only 
the media for communication is different . 25 
The teacher of hearing children must constantly correct 
the language used by her pupils , while the teacher of the deaf 
must develop the language of her pupils from the very 
beginning. There is a vast difference in the techniques 
24Ed1th Buell , Outline ~ Language for Deaf Children 
(Washington: The Volta Bureau, 1953), p. 12. 
25pronovost, 2£· cit., p. 15. 
22 
necessary in handling these two problems . The deaf child has 
much to learn that the hearing child knows by the simple process 
of hearing over and over again words, phrases, sentences and 
understanding their meaning . 
It is very i mportan t when employing any device in language 
instruction for deaf children that the means do not become the 
end. Language principles should be selected, arranged, and 
taught in a properly related sequence, suitable to the age and 
background of the children. 
The teacher may refer to publications by Bue11, 26 Croker, 
Jones and Pratt, 27 Fitzgerald,28 and to the Central Institute 
Outline29 for an orderly presentation of language principles . 
When one considers the task of teaching language to the 
deaf , it is not easy to keep from being overwhelmed. Yet, the 
deaf child of average ability can learn the English language. 
Each child must accomplish the most of which he is capable . 
26suell, ~· cit. 
27croker, Jones and Pratt, ,Language Stories and Drills, 
(Vermont: Vermont Publishing Co. , 1939) . 
28Fitzgerald, 2£· cit. 
29central Institute for the Deaf, "Language Outline," 
American Annals 2£ ~~XCV, (September, 1950),353- 378 . 
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Speech Problems 2! !h! Primary Deaf Child 
During the past decade, parallelin& the growth of the 
radio, motion picture and television, there has been an ever-
growing interes t in good speech. It is co~n knowledge that 
communication has long been recognized as one of the most 
fundamental c~ponenta of human behavior. It is considered by 
moat educators to be the basic form of language. 
O' Connor made the !ollo~ing statement before the House of 
Representatives Sub-Committee on Education and Labor: 
The degree of effectiveness with which one ia able to 
communicate with one's fellow·man hal a profound 
influence on one's whole social and econo~ic life. The 
reduction of the aeverity of a speech handicap through 
expert therapy, the acquisition of skill in lipreading 
by one who ia hard of hearing, or the miracle of 
learning to apeak by one born deaf who, because he 
cannot hear, would never learn to speak unless 
specially taught, cakes it possible for thoae so 
helped to meet more equally the challenge of our 
competitive society, and broadens the base o£ their 
contributions as citizens . 30 
After all of our pedagogy and scientific philosophies have 
been exhausted, the one constant factor in the training of the 
deaf is Speech. It h the handicapped human' a "Rock of Ages;" 
30clarence D. O' Connor, "House Joint Reaolution 494 
(S.J . Res . 127)," The Volta Review, LXII (January, 1960). 15. 
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it is his greatest introduction to social and economic contact; 
it is our finest challenge and mission to provide the resources 
at our command in this field foT his emancipation. 31 
The deaf are doubly handicapped in that they fail to 
perceive not only the meanings usually attached to and conveyed 
by the sounds of speech but also the sounds themselves . Even 
when, in so1ne cases, hearing aids bring them the sounds of 
speech, they are still virtually deaf, for they have up to that 
time been unable to understand language through experience with 
bearing and speaking it. The problem of providing speech 
perception for the deaf should be attacked as soon as possible 
after the age at which, were it not for his deafness, the 
youngster would begin to use speech for his social adjustments?Z 
Young children who enter schools for the deaf vary greatly 
in their abilities to communicate orally. This wide variation 
is due to many differences : in the degree of residual hearing 
that the children possess, in the ages at which they became 
deaf , in their general health, in their emotional and social 
backgrounds, in their mental abilities, and in all the numerous 
hereditary and environmental influences affecting them. 
31Max Goldstein, Problems of the Deaf (Saine Louis: 
The Laryngoscope Press, 1933), p. W .-
32aobert West,£! al., ~Rehabilitation 2£ Speech 
(New York: Harper and Brothers, Publishers , 1957), p . 229. 
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It is important that there be a aefinite speech program for 
theoe chilaren, not only for their first year in school, but 
throughout their entire school l ife--a program that is flexible 
so as to fit the needs of every child. 33 
With emphasis on communication, the initial approach to 
opeech is in simple ~aningful woras developed imitatively 
through the c~ined uae of the tactile, vilual and auditory 
senses and in the encouragement of purposeful vocalization as a 
means of conveying ideas . However, since the deaf child lacks 
hearing which is the usual stimulus for the practice and 
acquisition of the above eosentials, drill periods must be 
34 included in each day' 1 program to "teach" the skills of speech. 
Haycock is convinced that granted certain conditions, it is 
possible to train deaf children to speak with a degree of 
naturalness much greater than is at presont attained . 
What are these conditions? 
1) An early beginning, at three years of age, 
if possible; but not later than five. 
2) SQ&ll claaaea. 
3~arjorie Magner, "Beginni'Dg Speech for Young Deaf 
Children,".!!:!! Volta Review, LV (January, 195J), 20. 
34Eleanor R. Vorce, "Teaching Speech at Lexington School," 
IM Vol.ta Review, LVII (January, 1953), l;.l.~---
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3) Trained experi enced speech teachers with a 
good phonetic ear and wi th good techniques . 
4) A speech atmosphe re both at home and at scho31, 
where models of good speech are to be found . 5 
The development of speech for the acoustically handicapped 
chi ld will be facilitated, if in addition to love, affection 
and bodily comforts, teachers and parents will give direct aid 
in helping the child to master this complicated process . 
Murphy declares: 
Parents are so very important in helping to make 
it possible for the child to attain understandable, 
correct speech . As parents, your goal is to meet 
your child ' s basic needs by showing him outwardly 
your love, by accepting him and his speech, and by 
letting him feel that he is a most important person 
with a right to his own personality. It is in such 
way, that you keep and support the indlVidUaiTz~ 36 goals of speech therapy which are set for your child . 
Let us think positively and realistically about the speech 
of the deaf . Let us build up our enthusiasm and our energy 
from our successes and not dwell on the failures . The high 
degree of success that has been accomplished with one deaf 
child can be duplicated. Not all will achieve equally, but all 
can acquire some skill . Finally, let us as teachers continue 
The 
35sibley Haycock , The Teaching of Speech (Washington: 
Volta Bureau, 1942)-:J;. i5 . -
36Albert T. Murphy , ~ .!!· , J22.!!! X£!!.!: Child.!/.!.! Baby Talk? 
(Boston: ~oston. University Speech and Hearing Center, l956),J>Yt . 
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to widen the horizons of speech opportunity for our deaf 
children and in turn extend the possibility for their oral 
education. 
Factors in Speechreading 
The need for speechreading training to assist hearing 
handicapped individuals in making social and economic adjustment 
is well recognized. Techniques which have proven to be useful 
for the motivation of beginning students of speechreading 
include anecdotes, games, motion pictures and ~elevision. The 
last technique plays such an important role in American life, 
that Larr37 decided to explore the possibilities of educational 
television for the study of visual communication. 
Methods of instruction in speechreading range from those 
which concentrate on the analysis of the basic movements of 
speech to those which concentrate on the ability of the speech-
reader to synthesize the meaning from contextual clues . 
Montague38 gives an excellent review of the six methods developed 
by Bruhn, Nitchie, Kinzie, Jena, Mason and Morkovin, in her 
article on lipreading. 
37 Alfred L. Larr, "Speech reading Through Closed Circuit 
Television," !h! Volta Review, LXI (January, 1959), 19. 
38Harriet Montague, "Lipreading- -a Continuing Necessity," 
Journal£! Speech Disorders> VIII ~arch> 1943), 258. 
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The amount of success which the speech reader will enjoy 
depends , of course, on many fac cors. Probably the most 
important of all is the teacher herself . She must not only have 
a pleasing personality, but must be ingenious and recognize the 
needs and motivations of the individual child so that the proper 
approach is pursued. 
Another important factor in learning lipreading is the 
power to concentrate. Without concentration successful 
lipreading is not possible. This factor can best be developed 
by making the material interesting and above all, not beyond the 
mental age of the child. 39 
Streng emphasizes this point: 
Material ... ithin the range of a child's experience 
delivered in that language with which he is already 
familiar will be easy for him to read, while 
material which contains strange concepts, difficult 
vocabulary and abstract ideas will be impossible 
for him to decipher . 40 
Sortoni maintains that some of the more important 
psychological factors for the speech reader to reoembcr are: 
1 . Vocabulary and language structure. 
2 . Self-confidence. 
3 . Emotional stability and sociability. 
39£lizabeth Nitche, ~ Lessons !£ Lip Reading 
(New York: J . B. Lippincott Co . . , 1950), p . 41. 
40 Streng,~ al., 22· cit. , p. 168. 
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4. Concentration. 
5 . Alertness . 
6 . Subject interest. 
7. Orientation. 
8 . Pati ence and perseverance. 4l 
The chief aim for the lipreader is to understand 
conversation in everyday rapid speech. The value of lipreading 
is measured by its practical application outside of the 
classroom. A good method should contain numerous exercises to 
train both the eye and the mi nd . 42 
A sympathetic atmosphere of understanding on the part of 
families, relatives, neighbors and people on the street helps 
to establish an emotional security among the acoustically 
handicapped children. This in turn, helps the teachers to 
arouse in their pupils the desire to become better speechreaders 
so that they can be more successful in their relationship with 
hearing children. The deaf child needs as many opportunities 
for social contacts as do normal hearing children. 
Auditory Training~ Hearing ~ 
Since the time of the ancient Creeks, auditory training 
41Adam J. Sortoni, Speech reading ~ Guide for Laymen 
(Washington: The Volta Bureau, 1958), p. 9 . 
4~artha E. Bruhn , The Mueller-o.lalle Method .2! Lip 
Reading!£!~~ .2! Hearing (Boston: M. H. Leavis, 
Publisher, 1949), p. 17 . 
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has been applied as an educative technique in work with speech, 
voice and music. At least since the begi nning of the nineteenth 
century auditory training has been the foundation of the 
educational edifice for all . 
Physiological hearing alone, even when highly trained and 
aided by amplifying device, does not provide a magic key to 
understanding. It must be for tified by the help of sight, 
touch, and musc le sensations. Nor is listening a matter of the 
recognition of sound alone . Such factors as intensity, rhythm, 
inflection and mood all change the meaning of simple sounds . It 
becomes necessaryt then, also to awaken in the child an 
awareness of these factors . 43 
In his chapter on "Clinical Audiometry," Hirsh declares: 
Most teachers of auditory training do not have 
the lowering of any thresholds as an aim. They 
do not propose to change the characteristics of 
the auditory system as such . Rather they hope 
only to increase the use that the patient makes 
of the auditory capacities that he already has. 44 
'Jhitehurst and Monsees45 maintain that the purpose of 
43Eleanor C. Ronnei , Learning To Look and Listen (New York: 
Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University, 
1951), p. 7. 
44rra J . Hirsh, The Measurement 2£ Hearing (New York: 
~lcGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc. , 195 2) , p . 300. 
45Mary Wood Whitehurst and Edna Monsees, Auditory Training 
igE ~~(Washington: The Volta Bureau, 1952), ~10. 
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audi tory trai ni ng i s to teach tbe deafened person to make the 
maxi mum use of whatever remaini ng hearing he bas . The goals 
t hat may be achieved as a r esulc of training depend on many 
fac tors , such as the amount of residual hearing, the age of the 
pupil a t t he onset of the deafness , the age of the pupil when 
traini ng is started, the cause of deafness--as well as upon 
intelligence , motivation and perhaps other factors not yet 
defi ned . 
Without exception the greatest, single develop~ent in 
r ecent years applicable t o the problem of deafness and 
achievement i n audi tory training i s the modern hearing aid . The 
bes t suitable amplifier capable of sweeping a wide range of 
frequencies is taken for granted as a foundation of auditory 
trai ning . Every deaf child should be exposed to such 
amplification as early as possible. 
In his most recent book, Canfield specifies: 
Certain special aids are of value in teaching. 
For the profoundly har d- of-hearing, preliminary 
auditory training can be given through a group 
hearing aid . This will introduce amplified 
speech with much more fidelity and flexibility 
chan can be expected from a wearable aid . This 
kind of group hearing aid and trainig~ is 
especially successful with children. 
46Norton Canfield, Hearing A Handbook for Laymen 
(New York: Doubleday & Company , Inc. , 1959), p. 154. 
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The technique and knowledge pertaining to auditory training 
is as vital and important as the hearing aid itself, since the 
successful use of a hearing ai d for childr en with serious 
hearing losses is conti ngent upon an adequate program of 
auditory trai ni ng . DiCarlo47 p~poses that such a program must 
provide for a systematic presentation of acoustic stimuli for 
the development and refinement of the interpretive process . The 
program must be a continuous one structured within the framework 
of adequate learning theory and must function on the basis of 
child development principles . 
The basic aim of an auditory program is to bring about 
improvement in the speech of our deaf children. We have seen, 
from both research and our own observations, that the continuous 
use of hearing will bring about better rhythm, better speech 
patterns and better control of the voice. 
Auditory training need not be taught as a separate subject, 
but should be integrated into each subject and used as a 
profitable follow-up for drill work and review. It will promote 
the growth of memory span and serve as an excellent procedure 
in fixing important facts and principles . 
If , for example, the speech and accent of each reading 
47Louis M. DiCarlo, "Research Trends and Practical 
Application," ~Volta Review, LVI (October, 1954), 353 . 
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II sentence is presented during speech period, the reproduction of 
this same material is an excellent challenge for the auditory 
training period. The learning and the listening will eventually 
develop more language and readi ng skills. 48 
In this way auditory trai ning is not an end in itself but a 
means to achieve better communication through the related 
language arts . 
Integration .2.f £.!2£ Language Arts for Deaf Children 
Since we are considering the deaf child, as a child first, 
well msy we use the suggestions of Baker,49 Strickland, 5° 
DawsonSl and others , as our basis for integration of the 
language arts . 
48sister Marianna, "Let's Help Them Listen," The Volta 
Review, LX (September, 1958), 415 . 
49 
Zelma Baker, The Language ~. !!!£ 
Teacher (San Francisco: Fearon Publishers, 
50 Strickland, ~- cit. 
51 
Mildred Dawson, Language Teaching ~ Grades ! ~ 1 
(New York: World Book Co . , 1957) . 
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The approaches made by Doctor, 52 Croht53 and Numbers54 
as outstanding teachers of the deaf will supplement the above 
procedures used for the normal child . Both the normal child 
and the child with a handicap possess similar tendencies 
towards the language art1. A collaboration of the c.~ 
approaches will be molt applicable for teachers of the deaf. 
52 1 Doctor, £_£ • .!L.S· 
53 Croht, £_£. cit. 
5~umbers' £.£· ill· 
• 
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CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURE 
The review of related literature needed in the preparation 
of this study may be described as having been THREE DIMENSIONAL. 
It brought a greater delight i n the performance of duty, a 
deeper devotion to the child with a hearing problem, and a 
stronger determination, with God' s support, not only to profit 
by the excellence of the material offered by the outstanding 
authors, but also to extend this information to those who should 
be cognizant of it. Thus, as the pebble dropped into the pond, 
produces an ever-widening boundary , so our finite efforts will 
bring undreamed of results for" •.. nobleness enkindleth 
nobleness . " 
The organization of teaching materials for a reading 
program based on the Prime>; Fun with :L2h!2.!.!!.!! :l£!!11 became the 
framework of this paper . The selection of a story from Unit One 
for the illustrated lesson plan presupposed that the children 
had completed the Pro- Primers in this series . 
lTbc Reverend John A. O'Brien, The New Cathedral Basic 
Readers , Curriculum Foundation Series-(New York: Scott, 
Foresman and Company, 1952) . 
Because this study also incended to incorporate the use of 
the related language arts in a reading story, the illustrated 
lesson plan was divided into the following parts: 
1. Development of a reading lesson using 
a story from Unit One of the Primer. 
2. Construction of new language principles 
in correlation with the readif\6 story. 
3. Speech correction of sounds and words 
that occurred during the reading lesson. 
4 . Speechreading activities using four or 
fivo sentences from the story that 
included the new reading vocabulary. 
5. Auditory Training employing new reading 
vocabulary words, phrases and •~ntences 
as a basis for presentation. 
The organization of reading materials for the twelve 
aelected stories described herein was also prepared to accompany 
the first grade primer, !!!!). ~ :!2!!!!. ~ :l£.!!:!.2 However, the 
principles and techniques involved could be used in a similar 
manner with any reading lesson. 
A cOQpilation of au&aested materiala waa included for each 
of the related language arts. It is hoped that they may prove 
helpful to teachers who have had training in th~ theory and 
practice of teaching dca£ children and who are also seeking 
interesting materials for their pupils. 
2o'Brien, 21!· cit. 
=-== 
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This program of related language arta aa it appears in 
this paper has been used and revised by the writer for four 
years . It 1& her earnest hope that it will assist in the 
solving of problems arising in the teaching of hearing 
handicapped children, thereby enabling them to grow " in 
wisdom and age and grace with God and man ." 
Luke 2:52 
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CHAPTER IV 
ILLUSTRATIVE LESSON PLAN ~~ TEACHING MATERIALS 
Guide fo r Teachers 
Knowledge is ~portant, but the child ia more important. 
A reading program can make a specific contribution to a deaf 
child ' s personal and social needs through its content, through 
the manner in which it is conducted and through a careful 
organization of materials which will help toward successful 
activity and desirable attitude~ towards reading . 
The purpose of thia chapter will be to illuatrate a reading 
ltory which will incorporate the essential principles for 
teaching the related language arts to primary deaf children and 
to organize the teaching materials for twelve stories selected 
from the Primer , .D!!l ~ :l.2h!! .!.!l!! ~. 1 
I t is presupposed that these children have had t hree years 
of basic training in a achool for the deaf and t hat they have 
cocpleted the required work in the following aubjects: 
Reading 
l . Experience charts. 
~-
i 1The Reverend John A. O' Brien , The New Cathedral Basic 
Readers, CurriculWD F<Jundation SerieS(Ne;;york; Scott, Fores,..n 
.,;;~ _ _.;•::;n:,::dc,C:;om~pany , 19 52) . 
-2. Three Pre- Pr i mers . 
3. News Charts. 
4. Reading Chart stories . 
Language 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
Speech 
Principles suggested in language outline 
Nouns Verbs Adjec t ives 
Pronouns Prepositions Adverbs 
Time words and phrases. 
Que& tion forms 
1/ho 
How many 
1/hat color 
• .
. 
7 
Expressions used in 
Creative Language 
New1 
Deacriptions 
• .
~;'here 7 
'./hen ? 
conversation. 
Letters 
Stories 
tor, 
l . Vocabulary as required in language outline. 
2. Completion of consonant and vowel charts 
(primary spelling) 
3. Co1·rection of individual defective sounds. 
4 . Voice building exercises. 
5. &a~y songs and nursery rbymu. 
6. Acc~nt and phrasing. 
Spcechreading .!!.!2!! Auditory Training. 
Integration of each into the above subjects. 
There is no one ~ way to teach children to read . A 
friendly, patient and p~rsonal lift over a rough spot is a safe 
and general rule for teachers to follow . 
The deaired results of this bade program are, 
1. Effective use of language for communication 
throughout the basic reader, Fun with John 
.!!!!.!!. l!!l!. - - -
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2. Application of this acquired language 
in the other arts . 
3. Effective habit of good speech in the 
reading of each story. 
4. Un~erstanding and specific techniques for 
effective participation in speechreading 
and auGitory trai ning throughout the 
reading lessons . 
5 . Sense of personal responsibility for 
achievement i n the related language arts . 
READING 
Introduction 
The following story was selected from Unit One o£ the 
Pri...,r, !!:.!! ~ :!.2!!!1 and Jean2 and incorporated into each of 
the related language arts . 
This program will be successful, if the teacher plans and 
or~anizea his materials in advance . Goals of reading 
instruction must be app reciated and accepted . 
Objectives 
1. To estaolish a ootive for reading the new story. 
2. To create interest and enthuaiaam. 
J. To guide reading and to develop ltory 1equence . 
Materials 
2o•srien, ££· cit . 
-
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Title .2f Story ";1'ho Is It?" Pages 13-16 
family Kew .Jords 
2. ~ cardsJ 
*12 big 
40 family 
43 Father 
48 fun 
3. Phrase ca rda 
who 
l Baby Judy 
26 go up 
41 is it 
43 it is 
yes 
12 it 
74 Judy 
74b Judy's 
85 Mother 
62 see it 
74 this il 
81 who i& 
85 you can 
117 sec 
134 this 
152 who 
152 yes 
4 . Guidebook: Pages 71- -76 
5. Several easy and interesting children's books on 
display. For example: 
Co:De to the Zoo 
----
The Tale of PHer Rabbit 
Come to the Farm 
----
The Animals 2.! Farmer Jones 
.!!!! Three Bears The Everyda~ Story ~ 
The Gingerbread Boy ~ Riding .1!22!!. 
Procedure (First Day) 
Step 1 -- Preparing for Reading (Motivation) 
3The New Unit Card Set. 
- (i;omplete word, phrase, and picture card equipment 
for the Pre-Primer and Primer Programs) . 
*Numbers refer to Card number in the Unit Card Set. 
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Page 14 
John said, ";.tho is here? 
Who is it, Mother?" 
Mother said, "It is John. 11 
"Oh, Mother, 11 said John. 
"You can see. 
You can see who it is." 
Jean said, "Who is here? 
Who is it, Mother?" 
"It is not John, 11 said Mother. 
"It is Jean." 
"Not Jean,'' said Judy. 
"Oh, oh! Thia ia fun." 
"It is Judy, 11 said Mother. 
"Who is this1" 1.tid Father. 
''•.Jho is it?" 
Mother said, 11 1 t is not John. 
1L is not Jean. 
It is not lit~le Baby Judy. 
H is big, big Father." 
"Yes, yes,'' said &.1by Judy. 
"Oh, Mother, you can see." 
"Yes, Mothar," said John . 
"It is little Baby Judy. 
Funny little Judy." 
"See my family," said Mother. 
"My funny, funny family is here .'• 
"Spot is here," aald John. 
"And Puff is here. 
See this big, big family." 
43 
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Mother said, "Come here. 
Come and see my family. 
See who is here. 
See my big family." 
"Who is this baby?" said Mother. 
Jean said, "Oh, Mother. 
It is Baby -·" 
John Jean Judy 
"Who is this?" said Mother. 
John said, "H is not Judy. 
lt is " 
John Jean Judy 
"Is this John?" said Mother. 
"Yes, yes," said Judy. 
"It is -·" 
,John ,Jean Judy 
0 
0 
A. Establish background: Recall the name of the Unit, 
"Fun for Judy," and allow children to relate their o'm 
experience of having fun . 
B. Present vocabulary: Hold up the picture card of Judy 
and present these lines : 
"Who is this?" "Is it Baby Judy?" 
Ask someone to answe r the questions . Present "Yes, it is 
Baby J udy" when a child replies to the second question. Have 
the l ine read aloud before presenti ng the sentence, "You can see 
who it iS . 11 Use the picture and worci cards for Jean, John, 
l'1other and Father, in the same -way . Finally, present the 
picture card of the family and say, 11Here is a picture of Juay's 
family . " Place the word family under the picture as you speak. 
Then make the sentence, "See this family . " 
C. Check the presentation: 
l . Read the line that tells about Judy . 
2. Find and fra1oe the word that tells if 
Mother guessed correctly. 
3 . Find the word "It" and read the line 
in which you f ind it . 
4 . Draw a circle around the word "Who" 
and read it. 
--
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Step II •• Interpreting the Story 
Guided reading 
Turn first to the table of contents so that the pupils 
may find out what game Judy and her family are playing in the 
story. Have the title "'rlho Is It?" read aloud and ask whether 
anyone knows a game in which that question is asked . If 
necessary , explain the game . 
Page 13 A glance at the picture should assure youngste rs that 
the guessing game is being played . Talk about what the rest of 
the family are doing as John covers Mother's eyes; then ask, 
"1-lho do you think will ask the first question in this guessing 
game?" "Read the first two parts of the page to see if you are 
right ." 
Page 14 Through discussion clarify what each character is 
doing and what Father is probably saying. 
Page 15 Encourage pupils to contribute ideas on what happened 
between this and preceding picture. Ask why it might be harder 
for Mother to guess now. Their answers may be checked by 
silent reading of the page. 
Page 16 After the silent reading of the first three lines ask , 
"What did John say about his little sister?" "Do you think 
Judy is funny?" 
• 
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-After the last part has been read, ask a child to name everyone 
in this big family . 
Rereading: (Second Day) 
Before rereading, review the action of the story with boys 
and girls . Encourage them to enrich the story by including 
what they think may have happened before and between the 
pictured episodes . Also encourage pupils to relate this story 
to their own experiences. 
Step III Extending Skills and Abilities 
(Succeeding Days) 
For further fluency in r eading, have the children reread 
some of the related and familiar game stories from the 
Pre-Primers . 
Step IV -- Extending Interest (Succeeding Days) 
A. Enjoying literature: Capitalize on interest in voices 
by asking, '"..that stories do you remember where there were big 
deep voices and medium loud voices and little high voices?" 
The stories of THE THREE BEARS, THREE BILLY GOATS GRUFF and 
~ RIDING HOOD should be easily recalled. 
B. Dramatization of the above stories and oLhers that 
children can recall. 
C. Independent reading: Allow time for children to read 
independently, the stories suggested in the Bibliography at 
the back of the Guidebook. 
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LANGUAGE 
Obj ecti ves 
1 . To promote language development through the 
reading story, 11Who Is It ." 
2. To s t imulate sequence of thought throughout 
each story. 
3 . To strengthen sentence structure on each story page . 
4 . To develop in each child the desire and ability to 
express himself clearly and accurately . 
5. To develop meaningful , precise, and adequate 
vocabularies for the s~eaking, listening, reading, 
and writing required in every day experiences . 
~late rials 
1 . Primers from basic series . 
2. Gui debook . 
3 . Specific chart story. 
4 . Paper, pencils and crayons . 
5 . Questions on the reading story. "Who Is It?" 
6. Colorful pictures . 
Procedure 
Step I - - Memory Based ~ Observation (First Day) 
A. Encourage pupils to promote the habit of careful 
observation of detail and attention to sequence for the purpose 
of remembering story plots . 
Directions : Display page 13 of 1:!!!1 with John and Jean . Ask the 
children to study the picture carefully to see who is there and 
what each character is doing . Then have pupils close their 
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eyes and try to see the picture in their minds. Then ask, 
"What was John doing?" 
"Who was coming through the door?11 
11Where tvas Judy standing?" 
Discuss the next two pages in the same manner. Then close the 
books and have the children dramatize story. 
B. Strengthening Meaning Associations (Second Day) 
Promote t he pupils ' ability to associate meaning with 
11This" and "It" . One way might be to display pictures in the 
pocket, e.g. children playing ball. Belo>< the picture place, 
This is fun. *'What word could you use instead of This?" Then 
display the picture of Father. Under Father's picture place 
the question, Who is .!.!!.!!? Help children to formulate the 
answers, .!h!.!!. is Father or It is Father. 
Step II -- Questions .2!1 the Reading Story, "~10 Is It?" 
(Succeeding Days) 
Teacher may plan for oral, board and written work on five 
questions selected from the story.* (Use short answers) 
1. What was the name of the story'! 
2. 'Nhere was Father? 
3. What color was Mother ' s dress? 
4. lfho played the gam.e first? 
5. How many were there in the family? 
*Throughout all the stories, question forms ,,·hich have 
been previously taught are drilled, e.g. How many . . . . ?, 
l.rnat color ... . ? , etc. 
-Step Ill -- Language Skills 
A. Review basic l~nguage principles for Question form: 
Who- 7 Example: ;<ho is this? 
Who is it? 
Who is here? 
Discuss the probable answers . Provide drill in and use of 
conversational language. 
B. I t is essential that deaf children understand the 
meaning of each pronoun and its correct antecedent as it is 
taught . The knolro words, 11 it" and "this" , are reintroduced in 
this story as pronouns referring to persons, and the new word, 
"who", is presented with two meanings--as a ';.;ord used to ask a 
question about an unknown person and as a word that refers to a 
known person. In giving a pronoun in written work, the idea of 
the pronoun taking the place of a noun may be given by means of 
colored chalk. Exanlplc: "Oh, Mother," said John. 
" "You can see . 11 
C. In order to use the language principles intelligently, 
every deaf child should have a thorough understanding of the 
Fitzgerald Key .4 Example: 
!-
4Edith Fitzgerald, Straight: Language ill the Deaf 
(Staunton, Va . : McClure Co. , 1937) . 
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Who: What: lolhom: 
( ) Whose: 
~-.Those : What: ,.. Wnom: What: t.fuere : When: 
= Spot is n here . 
My family is here . 
I have 
" 
funny family . 
* The Key headings are gradually bui lt up as needed . New 
ones are usually added during the news period ~~en a child is 
trying to express a thought which clearly needs a heading as 
given above . 
If the Key is to be of any value as a corrective device 
the deaf child must gradually absorb the meanings of the 
headings and the order in which they come so that eventually, 
following the above order, speaking and writing correctly will 
become habitual . 
SPEECH 
Objectives 
1. To obtain intelligibility for reading the story 
"Who Is It ?11 
2. To develop accurate articulation of the speech 
sounds that will occur in the new reading words . 
3. To establish a pleasing voice. 
* Further explanation of tho Key will be found in the 
organization of materials . 
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Materials 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Flashcards of vowels and consonants fro~ the 
words in the reading story. 5 Consonant and vowel charts. 
Think-and-Do Books . 
Hirror. 
Proceaure 
St~p I -- Word Analysis (First Day) 
A. Present new reading wo·rds; who, yes, family 
1. Initial sounds, wh* - ~o, y - yes, f - !amily. 
2. Final sound, s ·- yes . 
3. Short and long vowel sounds, 
oo, - e - , -a-, - i - , -y . 
4 . Comparison of above sounds . (Allow time for 
individual speech correction.) 
B. Phonetic Skills (Second Day) 
Promote visual-auditory perception of the initial consonant 
£. Write the following words in a column on the blackboard: 
fun, for, funny, family . Underline the word fun. Have the 
fir·st two words pronounced and ask, "Do 'fun' and 1 for' begin 
with the same sound?" "Now, say the next word softly to 
yourself ." "What is it?" "Does it begin with the same sound 
as 'fun 1 ?11 "What is the lase word?11 11 Do 'fun' and 'fami y' 
Scaroline A. Yale, Formation ~ Development of Elementary 
English Sounds (Northampton: Clarke School for the Deaf, 1938) . 
*Explain that wh has the sound of h in the word, who . 
Bot\ on Un. ·.·ers1tY 
Sohool o! EJucat10Q 
L1bra.r;p: 
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begin with the same sound?" 11Now, say each of these ~·ords to 
yourself and think how each sounds . Do they all look alike at 
the beginning?" 
Comment , "All these words begin with the same sound." 
(Write the letter f above the column of words . ) 
Start a second col~~ by writing the capitalized form 
'Fun ' opposite 'fun' and have both forms pronounced . Establish 
the idea that the two forms are the same word. (Write ! above 
the second column and then say, "I am going to write 'For' and 
'Funny' over here, too . 11 ) 
Write 'Father' on the blackboard and remark, "Here is 
another word . l<fhat is it?" 11Do 'Father' and ' fun ' begin with 
the same sound?11 Next wr1 te 'yes ' ; have 'yes 1 and 'fun' 
pronounced, and ask pupils whether these words begin with the 
same sound . Continue in the same manner with the words: 
For, Mother, here, family . 
Step II -- Think-and-Do Books6 (Succeeding Days) 
These books have an important function in promoting growth 
in reading and speech power. They provide novel 3nd thought-
provoking situations in which children apply the specific 
reading skills introuuced. Each page takes one or more 
6Tbe Rev . John O'Brien, Think-and-Do Books to accompany 
!!!!l.!!!.!:.h ~.!!!!!:!£!!:!.(Chicago: Scott, Foresman & Co. ,1952),p.5 . 
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important skills from the total reading situation. They also 
open many avenues that make speech correction possible through 
pleasant situations . 
A. Int roduce Page 5 .* 
Use: After page 16 of Primer . 
Vocabulary: who, yes, family . 
Skill: Making inferences . 
Directions : On each part of the page look at 
the picture and read what Mother and one of 
the children said about it. Then draw a line 
under the correct name of the names given 
below completing the !!!£ sentence . 
B. After the page is presented and the directions are 
given in a conversational manner , allow the children 
to proceed independently as the page pattern is the 
same as that used on page 2. 
In most instances, each completed page of the Think-and-Do 
~ should be checked by the pupils and the teacher during a 
period of oral discussion and evaluation . The responses should 
be read aloud, variations noted. speech corrected, and the 
reason why one particular response was chosen . 
Step Ill - - Develop word perception skills for the new reading 
words, who, yes, family . Also, allow opportunities to arise 
for review of the Pre-Primer ·~rds . The following steps are 
suggested: 
*this page is inserted in the plastic folder on page 43 . 
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l . Auditory discrimi nation and concept development . 
2. Sight words and visual discrimination. 
3. Word analysis . 
4 . t.J'ord meaning and comprehension. 
SPEECH:READING 
Introduction 
This section of the lesson plan promotes memory for word 
and picture forms , development of auditory perception and 
additional practice in speech and language. For our deaf child 
these will encourage a feeli ng of success, with an eagerness 
for continued skill in the art of reading. 
Objectives 
1 . To present reading materials (syllables, words, 
phrases and sentences) for the reading story, 
"Who Is It711 , using the auditory, visual and 
kinesthetic approaches . 
2. To show the differences among the various sound 
movements according to visibility and frequency 
of their use in speech . 
3. To train children to become aware of visual clues, 
such as facial expressions, gestures and pantomines, 
throughout each reading story. 
Materials 
1. List of words beginning with sounds found in 
the new reading words . 
F f Y .)[ 
find yes 
four yellow 
Father yesterday 
fast You 
2. Unit Card Set 
3. Sentences selected from story 
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4 . 
s. 
6. 
7. 
Pocket Charts (24" 
Reading Chart Story 
Games and Riddles 
Attractive pictures 
X 36") 
(24" X 
-
36") 
Procedure 
Ste, I (First Day) 
Teacher may select five sentences from the reading story 
that will include the new words. Then she could make a reading 
chart on the blackboard or on chart paper in manuscript writing 
~<hen sufficient drill has been i'rovided. 
A sample of the above described reading chart story l<ith 
the new words underlined appears on the following page . These 
sentences should also be typed in the Primer type for the 
pupil ' s individual use . 
Step II (Second Day) 
Another copy may be printed on oak tag, which is gradually 
cut up into sentences, then phrases, and finally words . These 
parts arc used to match the other chart in a.ns>-ter to questions 
and for rebuilding the story in a pocket chart . 
Teacher proceeds ~<ith quesl:ions as: 
l . 
2 . 
3 . 
4 . 
What does this ~<erd say? (Teacher points 
to Judy, !!!., !!h2., etc . ) 
Who said this? (Teacher points to .lho is here? 
.!.£ is Judy . See my family .) ---
Show me where it says Jean, Mother, ~o, 
family, Xll· - -
Read this line for me: "See my family," 
said Mother . 
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Viho Is It? 
Jean said , " .~ho is here? 
Who is it, Mother?" 
. 
''It is Judy, '' said Mother . 
"Yes , N.other ," said John. 
"See my famil y, " said Mother . 
0 
0 
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---5. What color is Mother's dress? 
6. How cany children are there' etc. 
Step Ill (Succeed~g Days) 
1. Games 
Since everyone, especially a child, likes to excel in and 
derives keen satisfaction from public recognition it is not 
surprising that the game section is most popular . 
There arc dozens of gaoes , all based on similar principles 
that are applicable to speechre.ading. In order to make class 
activities as natural as possible for the pri~ry deaf chil~, 
practical phrases and spirited devices should be introcuced 
into the gan.e to approxiloate a reality. 
2. Riddles 
These are sometimes used instead of the story or game . 
The underlying reason for such is to bring the most isolated 
facts to a most specific actuality. For example: 
1 am round . 
I am flat with a hard shell . 
1 have a small tail . 
'..lha t a:t I? 
Such steps make •peechreading most interesting. 
-
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AUDITORY TRAINING 
Objectives 
1. To develop a desire for listening to the oral 
reading of the story, "Who Is It?" 
2 . To promote independent responses in the related 
language arts through auditory media. 
3 . To discriminate sounds of different intensities, 
frequencies , rhythm and timbre in the reading story. 
4 . To develop tolerance for amplified sound. 
(individual and group aids) 
5. To stimulate and utilize every remnant of residual 
hearing. 
6 . To train children to recognize various auditory 
patterns as clues to correct responses . 
Materials 
l . List of words beginning with sounds found in the 
new reading words in the story, 11Who Is It?" 
Z. Reading Chart . 
3. Pictures and Rhymes. 
4 . Several toys whose sound-producing mechanism can 
be seen and heard by the child in order to stilliUlate 
awareness of and interest in sounds of everyday 
environment and experiences . 
5 . Piano and Toy Orchestra. 
6 . Games and Rhythms 
7. Record player and tape recordings . 
8 . Commercial records: The Three Bears 
The Three Billy Goats Gruff 
Procedure 
The emphasis throughout each lesson will be placed on 
<:) developing: 
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0 l . Skills in listening and recognizing speech sounds 
found in the new reading words . 
2. Greater ease on the pa·rt of the deaf child in oral 
communication. 
Step I (First Day) 
A. Spend a short time each day on the following: 
B. 
1. Discrimination of gross sounds found in the 
reading story, "Who Is It?11 e . g . telephone, 
electrolux, etc . 
2 . Discrimination of musical sounds . 
3 . Appreciation of records in correlation with 
reading story. 
This step alerts the children to the 
pleasure derived from sound . 
Vocabulary -- Present 
who 
Say each word while : 
the new reading words, 
yes family 
l . Pupil looks at blackboard as the 
teacher points to new '>'<>rd . 
2. Pupil watches teacher ' s face and lipreads . 
Pupil repeats words heard . After each 
word has been presented, choose words at 
random. Pupil watches script and repeats . 
Step II -- Sentences (Second Day) 
Teacher's directions 
A. Review yesterday ' s work. 
B. Use the same sentences that were previously 
presented in Specchreading. 
l . Say the first sentence, then the second. 
Pupil watches script while teacher speaks . 
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2. Repeat the first sentence, thm the second. 
Pupil t<at ches t eacl>er while she speaks. 
3 . Choose f i rst or sec ond sentence at rando~ . 
Pupil watches s cript and repeats. 
4 . Present the next tl>ree sentences in the 
same manner . 
5. Say any of the five sentences at random. 
Throughout each lesson, the teacher should call the pupil's 
attention to proper formation of the speech sounds . Specific 
practice for developing a keen sense of rhythc of speech should 
~lso be included in each lesson . 
Step III (Succeeding Days) 
A. Correlation of games with some of the well known 
children's records . 
B. Record appreciation through rhythmic activities . 
C. Development of a toy orchestra. 
Auditory training as well as Speechreading should hold a 
vital part in the entire language arts program. 
Teachers of the deaf are most successful when they adopt 
the following fonnula: 
Looking + Listening = Learning 
OTHER ARTS 
Writing 
llhen writing is used as a language art, it is necessary 
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to know each word letter by letter in its established sequence, 
and to be able to reproduce the letters and words . The first 
of these two subskills we commonly call spelling, the second 
penmanship. 
Teacher' s directions : 
l . Present the three new reading words 
(who , family, yes) from the story, 
11\-Tho Is It?" in print and script . 
2. Allow sufficient time for drill and 
review of words already presented. 
At this time, pupil should be able to read, say, write and 
use these new words as part of his O\m vocabulary . 
Habits of visual acuity developed in reading constitute 
good handwriting and spelling. Tactile- kinesthetic procedures 
used in writing and spelling aid in the memorization of word 
form found in the reading text . 
~Activities 
l . Pupils may draw a folk- tale character or one of their 
friends and then ask "l~ho is it7" as they display the drawings . 
If no one can identify the character immediately the child 
should give a hint . 
2. Ihey may interpret a section of the reading story that 
they liked on a large sheet of drawing paper . 
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Audio -Visual Devices 
Because of the importance children attach to television 
and motion pictures , educators have utilized these mediums in 
oruer to develop and strengthen the art of listening 
intelligently. 
Audio~visual approach in education has reached its peak in 
the past few decades . Film strips for correlation of the 
reading stories may be obtained. Undoubtedly other improvements 
will be made in the future . 
Television, our greatest audio -visual device, has grown 
with tremendous rapidity . Science, language arts, social 
studies and almost every aspect of learning and living are 
brought to t he mind by means of TV. 
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Organization 2£ Materials for 
Reinforcing the Twelve Selected Reading Stories 
and Related Language Arts 
Guide for Teachers 
The interest of the children, teacher techniques, school 
activities and the problems to be faced and solved by the class 
are factors which affect organi~ation of materials. 
This section includes materials that the teachers may use 
to make the teaching of the language arts more varied and 
interesting. The material is designed to develop greater skill 
in reading . The stories and types of material used are 
designed primarily for use in primary grades, although some 
materials may be adapted by teachers of higher grades . 
Basic textbooks and additional materials arc two of the 
most important sources of information that enable children to 
learn to read . The use of the <OOrkbooks and teacher's 
guidebook accompanying the textbooks are tools most helpful in 
achieving professional skills . 
McKee, who is an authority on methods and materials in 
programs of study states: 
One of the important things to understand about 
the selection of methods and materials is that 
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each s~ggested gethod and each suggescc~ piece 
of material should be objectively determined 
and evaluated . 1 
eguipn:\.::nt needed in a Langua·;te Arts Program ill 
Primary ~ Children 
1. Exceptionally good lighting conoitions . 
2. Attractively painted walls. 
3 . Movable desks and chairs . 
4. Group auditory trainina unit with sufficient 
outlets and earphones for entire class . 
5 . Standard microphone and a close proximity microphone . 
6 . Filing cabi net for all types of teaching materials . 
7. Film projector with geDerous supply of film st r ips . 
I 8 . Spacious blackboard room. 
Materials needed 
1. Basic Reader for each child. 
2. Teacher's Guidebook. 
3 . AQple supply of colorful picturee. 
4 . Educational seatwork. 
~. Interesting supply of suppl~mentary readers . 
6. Attractive bulletin board. 
7 . Stereoscope. 
8 . Record player and selected records . 
9 . Radio and Television. 
10 . Pocket chart . 
11 . Experience charts . 
Q!! 2! Instructional Materials 
1. The blackboard and bulletin board pres~nt an effective 
way to lti~ulate informal readiDg. 
2. Experience charts are one of the best ceans of making 
tbe gradual tran•ition from pre-reading to actual reading. 
7Paul McKee, Language in ~ Elementary School (Boston: 
Houghton, Mifflin Company , 19J4) , p. ll. 
.... 
These charts are also language charts as the teacher tries to 
clari fy concepts and teach the basic language principles needed 
in good story telling or writ ing. (see Appendix A) 
3 . News events provide i nteresting reading material and 
open a broad avenue for opportunities of using good speech and 
acquiring speechreading ability and auditory acuity . A 
suggested page is given in Appendix A. 
4 . Educational seatwork must be carefully planned if 
children are to make consistent progress in the skills requisite 
for independent reading. 
5 . Pictorial materials are employed to promote visual 
experience for children. They arc especially useful in guiding 
hearing handicapped youngsters ~o develop their imagination and 
give impetus to related interes~s . 
It is hoped that the organization of the present materials 
is such that the reader finds a unified approach to the over-all 
program of teaching the language arts to primary deaf children . 
Selected Stories 
The twelve stories selected from Fun with ~ ~ JeanS 
are as follows : 
So ' Brien, 22·~· 
o __ l_ 
~ 
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Unit 1 Fun for Judy 
Story 1 Look Up 
Story 2 Work and Play 
Story 3 Jean Helps Mother 
Unit 2 Fun with Pets and Toys 
Story 4 Spot and the Blue Ball 
Story S Judy Talks 
Story 6 A Doll for Jean 
Unit 3 Fun at the Farm 
Story 7 At the Farm 
Story 8 A New Family 
Story 9 Good- by to the Farm 
Unit 4 Fun with Our Friends 
Story 10 >lhc. Can Find It? 
Story ll A Ride with Mother 
Story 12 Pets at School 
~.!!£ 
6 
25 
36 
46 
61 
78 
88 
97 
lll 
123 
135 
152 
Sto££ l Pages 6-8 
Synopsis: On a sunny day John and Jean are playing in the 
yard. Jean has on a pretty blue dress. Suadenly 
John hears someone on the sidewalk . .<hen he looks 
up, he sees a man's hat sticking high above the bushes. 
John and Jean want to see who it is so they run around 
the bush. Then they observe funny Judy, with Father's 
big hat on, sitting up on his shoulders. 
Materials J2! Reading 
l. Basic primer for each child. 
2 . Guidebook: Pages 61-66. 
3. New words: fun this 
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:.. '.<ord and phra&e cards: Guidebook, Page 61. 
5. Pocket chart and chart stories. 
6. Blackboard and colorful pictures. 
7. Guided R~ading . Use suggesteu procetiure in 
Guidebook, Pages 62 and 63. 
Materials ~ Lansuao~ 
l. 4Uestions on the reading story, ~ .!!J!. 
(Children should have oral, board and written urill on these 
q1.1estions) 
a . What color was Jean's dress? 
b. Who had on Father's big hat? 
c . Where was Judy? 
d . How many children were in the atory~ 
e. Who waa funny? 
2. Extend skills and abilities. 
a. ~emory of word form. 
b. Co~pr~hcnalon of sentences. 
(Directions -- Guidebook, Pagea 63 and 64 . ) 
J . Think-and-Do Book 
---
Page 1 - Skills: Noting details in pictures; 
following direction• ; 
Page 2 - Skilla: Vnderstaading that a sentence 
is a meaning unit; using context 
clues as an aid to word recognition. 
(Directions for teacher• arc listed on each workbook page. 
Teacher's Notea ar• explained on pages 78-80 of this ~~rkbook.) 
4. Review verbs used in the reading story, 
~ ace ~ !! 
a . Drill the verb Kev SYQbol (-). 
b. Use above verbs in past tense. 
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c. Develop creative language using the s~e verOs . 
d. H~lp children obr ain a better understanding of 
the use of the tenses . The printed forms may 
be introduced on flashcards (9" x 6") . e . g. 
.. ran - .. saw - • looked • - was -
run see look is 
Haterial for Spe£ch 
1. Introouee the new reading woras: (fun this) that 
occur in story, ~ !!£. 
a . Discuss and drill the consonants and vowels 
i n each word . 
b. Follow sugoested procedure as on page $1 of 
this aame chapter. 
2. Develop phonetic skills. 
This exercise is ~esigned to strengthen auditory 
perception of rhyme . For example: run fun sun 
Uac the Gui debook , pages 64 and 65 . 
3. Vocabulary (to be read , said and written) 
a big hat 
a blue are•• 
a gre.e.n tree 
funny Father 
4. Dr81:18ti:<~tion an .. il:lpersooations of the story, ~ ~· 
Play situation should b~ utili~ea as =uch •• possible ta 
develop intelligible apccch . Chi ldren should be made to feel 
that speech work is fun . 
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Materials for Speechr eading 
1. Drill on the followi ng sentences from the story, 
Look QE, that cont ain t he new reading worcis . 
John sai d, "Look , look . 
See funny Judy and Father. " 
"See, see , 11 said Judy . 
"This is fun for Judy . " 
- --
The above sentences should be typed in Primer type and 
= ....... 
rexographed for children's i ndividual use . (Sample on page 56 
of this chapt er) Follow suggested procedure used on page 55 . 
2. Oral question work on pictures and story . 
3. Pocket chart and chart story. 
4 . Word, phrase and sentence cards . 
5. Supply of colorful game pictures for oral discussion 
and question work . 
Materials for Auditory Training 
1. Auditory perception of rhyme. 
Directions : Use Guidebook , page 65. 
2. List of words beginning with the two sounds: 
F four, f ather, feet, form, fun, f rog , 
flag, face, Friday. 
Th three, thumb, Thursday, think. 
3 . Use the four sentences presented in Speechreading. 
Directions: Ask the children to l isten for a word, phrase or 
a sentence. 
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4. The Farmer in the Dell is a gao;,c all children should 
know. Excellent music for this is found in Singing Games, RCA 
Victor Record Library for Elementary Schools. 
5. Commercial records of children ' s games. 
6. Story of~ Three Foxes by A. lt. Milne. 9 
Material .£2! ill Activities 
l. Large drawing paper. 
2. Crayons with clear colors. 
Directions: "How do you think you would look if you were given 
a ride on someonc's lhoulders? Can you draw a picture to show 
us7" co..,ent on individ1.14l efforts so that co Udren know that 
their drawings are being noticed . !his activity is especially 
good for deaf children. 
Audio Visual Mat~rialo 
l . Filmstrips for practice in phonetic skills for sound 
of th and f . 
2. Be on the lookout for a good tel~vioion program 
depicting a story of a facily having fun. 
3. Stereoscope: !bia aid provides intereoting u:aterial 
on the listening lcvelo. First, the teacher aelecta the stories 
for the lesson and then discusses the characters using eye-car 
9A. A. Milne in Learning £.2 ~.!!!.!! Liat•n (New York: 
Bureau of Publicationa, reachers College, Colu=bia University, 
1951)' p. 99. 
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clues. The child takes the stereoscope and finds the story 
named or the picture described by the teacher. 
Story 1 Pages 25-27 
Synopsis: In this story John is playing three "pretend" games . 
First , he pretends that his broo~ is a bat and he is 
playing ball . He wants Jean to play with him but she 
wants to help Mother . Then , he pretends that the broom 
is an oar for his big yellow boat . Finally, he decides 
to ride and work as he plays the game of horse . Jean 
and Judy play it, too . 
Materials for Reading 
1 . Basic reader for each child. 
2. Guidebook, Pages 86- 89 . 
3 . New words: cannot ride 
4 . Word and phrase cards: Guidebook, page 86 
5 . Pocket chart and Chart story. 
6 . Guided Reading: Use procedure suggested in Guidebook, 
Pages 86 and 8 7 . 
Materials for Language 
1. Structural analysis: Promote the ability to recognize 
compound worus made up of two known words (cannot) . 
(Directions : Guidebook, Page 88) 
2. Think - !!!_!!-.Q2 Book: 
Page 2 Skills: Making judgments; associating meaning 
7l 
with the words can and cannot . Teacher's directions will be 
found on page 9 . 
3 . ~uestions on the story: 
a . Jho played ball? 
b. 1./hat color was the boat? 
c . How many games did John play. 
d. Who wanted to help Mother . 
Children should have oral and written work on these 
questions in both group and individual situations . 
4 . Pronouns: Because pronouns present one of the most 
serious problems in the teaching of beginning reading, the 
teacher should provide many drills in pronoun usage . 
Discuss and drill pronouns, I, it, ~.,c, me, my, in the 
story. Also, review the Key symbol for the pronoun . ( ,- ) 
Materials for Speech 
1 . Introduce the new reading words: Cannot ride 
a . Discuss and drill the consonants and vowe l s in 
each word . 
b. Follow suggested procedure in lesson plan on 
page 51. 
2 . Vocabulary: (to be read, said and written) 
1 can work . 
l cannot play. 
1 can ride . 
ride away 
Away I go . 
Come and ride.. 
3. Develop phonetic skills . Promote visual-auditory 
perception of the initial consonant b and review the initial 
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consonant f . Follow suggested procedure in Guidebook, 
pages 88 and 89. 
4 . TI1ink-and-Q2 Sook: Page 10 of this book will give an 
objective check of each child ' s ability to identify the sounds 
of b and i and to associate these sounds with the appropriate 
letter symbols . 
5. Dramatize the reading story, Nork and Play. TI1is 
story provides enough action to make a lively play and many 
chances for the children to tell what else they think John, 
Jean and Judy may have thought or said. Dramatization also 
facilitates the mastery of correct concept of pronouns . 
Materials 12! Speechreading 
1 . Select four sentences from the story that contain the 
the new reading words . 
"Cone and ride in my boat, Jean. 
Judy can ride, too . 11 
11 1 cannot play," said Jean . 
11 1 want to work ." 
Directions : Follow the procedure suggested on page 55 . 
2. Oral and written diccaeion of vocabulary ~o.-ords for 
speech reading . 
3 . Game: Picture Words 12! Beginners which is availabl e 
from Milton Sradley Company, Springfield 2, Massachusetts . 
This is a matching game which helps a child to add one hundred 
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<=} words and over to his vocabulary . The child learns to associate 
pictures and words. The words are those found in first reading 
books . This game sharpens the child ' s powers of seeing, hearing 
and comprehending. 
Materials £2! Audit ory Training 
1 . Pi ctures of familiar words beginning with the two 
sounds: R -- rabbit, rai n , nm, rat, red: C -- cat, comb, 
cow, cry . 
2. Names of friends beginning with R and C: Robert, Ralph , 
Ruth, Roger. Cathy, Curt , Carl , Carol . 
3. Use the four sentences presented in Speechreading. 
Ask the children to listen for a word, a phrase or a sentence. 
4 . Stories: Encourage children to react some "pretend" 
stories . Suggest a pirate story or one they have seen on TV . 
5 . Appreciation of commercial records and comic cartoons 
that will also allow for a "pretend" person. 
Haterials .!2..!: !o! Activities 
Large drawing paper and crayons 
Directions : ".<hich game did you like best in the story1 Can 
you draw a picture of the game?n 
Audio-Visual Materials 
It might be well to obtain a wire or tape recording of each 
child's voice at this time so as to provide ample opportunity 
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for the child to listen to his own voice and to evaluate his 
expression and if possible to recognize his speech deficiencies . 
The speechreading sentences on a page from the reader will make 
excellent material for the recording . 
d£!a Helps Mother 
Story l Pages 36-40 
Synopsis : In this story Jean is counting four blue and white 
plates in order to help Mother set the table . Then Mother calls 
the family to the table. John counts and sees that there are 
only four places set and asks Jean where she will eat. Jean 
recounts and discovers that she forgot to count herself . 
Materials £2! Reading 
1. Basic reader for each child. 
2. Guidebook: Pages 97- 101. 
3 . New words: eat four get 
4 . Word and phrase cards: Guidebook, page 97, 
5. Pocket chart and chart story. 
6 . Guided reading: Pages 98 and 99 of the Guidebook. 
7. Sight words: Dolch ' s word- Picture cards, distributed 
by the Garrard Press, Champain, Illinois, serve as an excellent 
first list for the child to use . They have a word and picture 
on one side and only the word on the other side. These cards 
may also be used as excellent material for group games in 
building sight vocabularies . 
Materials for Language 
l . Question work on the story, Jean Helps Mother . 
Children should have oral and written drill. Make responses as 
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natural as possible. Avoid stilted language. 
a . ,lho helped Mother? 
b . How many plates did Jean get7 
c . ~at color were they? 
d . ·..Those chair was different? 
2. .lord and Sentence Builder (Milton Bradley Reading Aid). 
With letters of the alphabet and basic words, a child can try 
his skill at building a page of the above reading story. In 
this way he will acquire the 11 sentence sense . " 
3 . Think-and-Do Book 
Page 14 Skill: Recognizing emotional reactions of 
story characters . 
4 . Review descriptive adjectives. Select a number of 
known adjectives which may be used in referring to parts of 
this story; for example 
pretty plates 
big chairs 
little Judy 
funny family 
pretty flowers 
big family 
Nothing makes conversation as interesting as a new 
vocabulary used in different ways . 
Be sure that children are cognizant of the Key symbol for 
<in adjective. ( ,....., ) . Provide sufficient drill for the above 
work . 
Materials for Speech 
l . Memory of word form: Promote the ability to visualize 
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word forms that begin with the initial consonants £, m and b . 
Direction will be found on page ~9 of Guidebook. 
2 . Develop phonetic skills: St rengthen audi tory 
perception of rhyme , using the new reading words : 
eat 
meat 
seat 
beat 
3 . Think- and-Do Book 
---
ill 
net 
wet 
pet 
four 
doOr 
store 
more 
Page 15 of this book provides additional practice 
in the auditory pe rception of rhyme. 
4. Vocabulary: (Selec t ed from story, ~Helps Mother . ) 
I can work. 
will eat 
three , four 
will get 
Materials for Speechreading 
can eat . 
I see four . 
get one . 
Here it is . 
l . Use directions on page 55. Drill on the following 
readi ng sentences : 
"Come 11 said Mother . 
' 11Now ·..;e can eat . 11 
Jean said , ii()iie , two , three, four. " 
John said• "Where will you ea~ 
Now ill one for Jean ." 
2. Have question work on reading story and pictures . 
3 . Check vocabulary already presented. 
Directions: 
a . Have the readers closed on desks . 
"Show me the picture of Jean helping Mother 
put the dishes on the table . " 
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0 b. Have children open the readers and 
find the picture. 
4. Review the counting-off rhymes. e.g. 
a . One, two, buckle my ... . .. (shoe) 
b. Three, four, $hut the .. . . (door) etc . 
Materials £2! Auditory Training 
1. Present page 15 of the Think-and- Do Book for 
additional practice in the auditory perception of rhyme. 
2. Drill vocabulary words . 
3 . Interpret sounds, words, phrases, and sentences from 
reading story, Jean Helps Mother . 
4 . Loud and soft sounds should be called to the attention 
of primary children. Loud clapping can be compared with soft 
clapping, loud music with soft m\lSic . Children will have to 
relate the concept of loud.ness or softness to their own voices . 
5. Listen to records of The Gingerbread Boy, The Three 
Billy Goats and 1££ Greedy ~· The teacher should lift the 
needle at a rhythmically logical place and check the child on 
his comprehension of what has happened. 
6 . Four-line riddles ending with "rihat is my natr.e?" 
The OM word answer co the riddle begins with F. 
Materials £2! Arc Activities 
1. Rough, old- fashioned paper plate. 
2 . Crayons and shellac. 
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Directions: Encourage each child to make a strong, clear 
outline for the basic design ~ - an animal, for example -- that 
curves and swings to fill the center space. The rim pattern 
also should be the child's desi gn made in his own way . 
Audio .. Visual ~1aterials 
1. Select an educational television program that will 
refer to children's counting games. 
2. Educational movie films will offer two or three 
possibilities for good games . 
3 . Develop "listening and watching" in the oral reading 
of Jean Helps Mother. 
Directions: Teacher plays the record while narrating the story. 
When the story is almost complet~d, stop and allow child to add 
his o~~ ending to the story. Repeated hearings will provide 
added opportunity for each child to explore his imagination. 
II 
Story 4 Pages 46-49 
'synopsis: This story tells about Jean and Judy playing with 
some of their toys . When they finish, Jean asks Judy 
and Spot to help put the toys away but Spot wants to 
play with the blue ball. Then they go downstairs only 
to discover that Spot did not come. They call him and 
when he arrives he has the blue ball in his mouth. 
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<:) Materials for Reading 
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1. Basic readers for each child. 
2. Guidebook: Pages 109-113 . 
3. New words: toys duck put did he 
4 . tJord and phrase cards: Guidebook , paj;e 109 . 
5. Pocket chart and chart story. 
6 . Guided reading: Use procedure suggested in Guidebook 
on pages 110 and 111. 
7 . Introduce the two-line (or run-over) sentence that 
appears in this story for the first time . Use procedure 
suggested on page 110 of the Guidebook. 
Materials £2! Language 
1. Strengthen the meaning and language usage of the 
pronoun he . Use procedure suggested in Guidebook on pages 111 
and 112. Also review pronouns: you, I, and we. 
2. Develop the understanding that a sentence is a meaning 
unit and promote ability to use context clues as an aid to word 
recognition . For example: 
"Get the toy 
-:;-;--:;--:;:-:-:;:--::=::- and the little cars . " 
did duck down 
3. Think-~-Do Book 
a . The above exercise provides background for 
page 20 which strengthens the use of meaning 
clues as an aid to word recognition . 
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c . Use page 19 - Skill: Interpreting the main idea. 
4 . Strengthen abi lity in s imple classification for the 
words pets and toys . Use suggested procedure on page 112 of 
Guidebook . 
5 . Drill on the following questions selected from 
a . ~at was the name of the story? 
b. On what page was it? 
c . What colo r was the ball? 
d. ~o played with the toys? 
e . Did Spot put the ball away? 
Materials for Speech 
1 . Introduce the new readi ng words: 
toys duck put did he 
a . Follow procedure on page 51 
b. Discuss and drill consonant and vowels 
in each word . 
2. Present See and .§.!y Consonant Game (Milton Bradley 
Teaching Aid). This game is designed to develop recognition of 
sounds made by single consonants and consonant combinations . 
3. Drill vowels by making use of rhyming words: 
day cat come guess 
say sat take run 
puppy run cake fun 
Directions: Tell the child to put a circle around the word 
that is diffe"Cent . 
0--------~ - ---
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Materials for Speechreading 
l . Drill the following sentences selected from Spot ana 
~~~and follow suggested proceaure on page 55 . 
"Look, Spot ; · said Judy . 
··see where I £.!:.£. the cars and 
the toy duck ." 
"Oh , Spot , '' said Jean . 
"You did no t wan t Judy to put 
the ball away." 
2 . Have oral question wo rk on story pictures . 
3. Present some easy, but good , riddles . Examples : 
a . I can fly . 
I can sing. 
I live in a nest . 
What am I? 
Materials £2! Auditory Training 
l. Vocabulary: 
toys 
The new 
duck 
re.ading 
put 
b . I am red . 
words: 
did 
I am good to eat . 
I am on a tree . 
Mat am I? 
he 
2. List of words beginning with the sounds of new words, 
located in Spot .!!!.!!. the Blue BaLl. 
3 . Interpretation work of sounds, words, phrases and 
sentences from the reaaing story . 
4 . Present the sound-producing objects. Teacher may place 
five to ten objects behind a screen . The children arc expected 
to identify and tell about the sounds as they recognize them. 
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Recordings or pietur~a representing the sound mey substitute 
for the real objects . 
5 . Appreciation of commercial records . 
Materials for Art Activities 
l . HavL a supply of newsprint ready for drawing . 
2 . ~ sure that crayons are in good condition with ciear 
colors availaOle. 
3. Whenever time permits, allow the pupils to dra• a scene 
showing how their puts act or explaining their toys . 
Audio -Visual Materials 
l . Use the educational fi. , £!!! of !£!!l0 which will 
point out t.'le responsibilities of owning a pet and willS<!rve 
•• a spri~board for uny conversations about children's 
experiences with their own pets . 
10All films 
Bibliography at 
are 
the 
listed with 
back of the 
their producers 
Guidebook. 
in the 
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Judy Talks 
Story 2 Pages 61 - 64 
Synopsi s 
Judy bas a new red toy telephone. She shows it to 
Spot and then pretends to talk to Father. inen Father 
arrives home without the cookiest she tells Father that 
she re&lly asked him for cookies. Then Fa:~er explains 
that cne telepnone is only a toy . 
~terials £2! Reodins 
1. Gui debook: Use pages 126 - 128 . 
2 . New words : talks hello soon 1'1C\J 
3 . Guided reading: Use proc edure suggested on pages 126 
an~ 127 of Guide~ok . 
4 . 'rrange for educational sea~-~rk each day which will fi~ 
the pupil's learning of the sight and meaning vocabulary and 
ch~ck on their ability to think as they read . 
Note: Sug~eated seatwork. 
a . Hilton Bradley Teaching Aida (Flash worus) 
b. Dolch ' a ·~ord- Picture carda . 
H~ terials for l.an.;ua~;c 
1. Strengthen ceQning association with words: 
hello, good-by, please and thank you. 
Directions: 
a . Put the appropriate word cards on the chalk leuge, 
b. explain that you are going to ask sote questions . 
c . One pupil is to reply by chooain~ the correct 
card and holding it up; the others decide ~'hcther 
he has anawcrud correctly. 
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2 . Develop ability to eake jcd~nts and interpret the 
main idea of a reading unit . Direc tions: 
1) 
3 . 
4 . 
a . lvri te on the blackboard such riddles as the 
following : 
It is a pet . 
I t is little and yellow. 
It Cid not w•nt to eat . 
\l'nat is it':' 
2) lt is a new toy . 
lt ia red . 
Judy talks •.dth it. 
What 1a it? 
b . Have each ooe read silently ~,d then ask a pupil 
to give the answer . 
c . Encourage children to make up riodles ~bout story 
charac:te.ra or toys i n the room . 
Think--'nd- Do ~ Use pages 28 anu 29 . 
Integrate concepts by a s king so~eonc to tell what Judy 
uicl when she called Father on her toy telephone. "illlat -..auld 
Judy have to clo if she called Faeher on a real telephone?" 
5 . Drill on the followiag questions selcct~d fro::> the 
reading story, J ucly T~lka: 
a. .fuo has a new telephone? 
b. <hat color is it? 
c . Whom did Judy talk to on the telephone~ 
d . W'nat clicl 'he want? 
e . Did Father brint: any cookies hocc1 
Materials for Speech 
1. Present t~c new reading ~~rus: 
talks hello soon new 
Follow the susbest~d procedure on page 5 1 . i 2. Promote visunl-audltory perception of the initial 
0 consonant h . t:se the proccuurcs suggested on pase 116 of t ':e ~~==============~~===~~ 
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Guidebook. 
3. Check visual -au~itory perception of the initial 
consonants presented thus far , nacely b , f , m, c, \-t , h and s . 
Use the procedures sug6CStcd on page 128 of the Guidebook. 
4. Dramatizu thu reading s tory , Judy Talks. Pupils can 
supply such additional details as what Judy said to Spot while 
waiting for Father and what she said after F~ther's expianation. 
5. Int~oduce the~~ Say Vowel Game (Hilton Bradley 
Reading Aia) . The association of sounds, pictures and letters 
is learned by the "Listen, See and Say" c>cthod. 
11-latcrhls for Speechreadins 
1. Obtain a supply of colorful toy pictures for oral 
discussion and question work . 
2 . Encourage an inforo3l conversation period wit~ the 
children ai>out a roovic which thE<y have recently seen in ~he hall. 
J . Present a new story from one of the favorite lii>rary 
books . Keep in ~ind the qualities ana characteristics of 
sentences and stories which ~ke for E<ase of lipreading. 
4. Drill on t .• c following sentence& that contoin the nc-.r 
~reeding ~~rds . These sentences should be typed in t~c Pri=er 
II type nnd rexosraphed Cor children ' s use . 
Judy said, "I can tnlk to Father. 
l!dlo , Father. -
Please cet cookies for Sp~t and me . " 
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Soon Judy saw Father. 
"Sec w~at I have , ~' said Juuy . 
"It is ne~.r, and I cHn t:a~K ""'"it.h it . 11 
Ma teriels 1£! Auditory Training 
l . Strengthen children ' s ability to understand the 
differen t kiodso£ sounds . Teachers may tet sacc idea of L,e 
kinds of sounds the children are Chpectcd to unuerstand by 
referring to the reading stori es previously pr•sentcd . 
Gross sounds may be grouped as follows: 
I II 
Soun~.oiJ at .jQj , ~,.; . Sound. of wind . 
Sounds in school. Sound o£ rain. 
SounJ1 . outU.oors . Sound of -r.,;ater. 
Sounv.. at t.ho farJ:I . Sound of thunder. 
II 
Sound& at the zoo . Sound of a bell. 
Svunds at the circus . Sound of an airplane. 
• · lnt~~rate auricular worK into all of the languase 
~throughout the day. 
3. Allow ti&Je for appreci3tion of commercial records, 
ll 
;lounds Aro\...."''C. £!_ . 
4 . Encourage children to rocall souc of the favorite 
rursery 5. Interpret tome of the easy rhytlur.s already ;>resente~ . 
Maeeriol .!5!.!: Art t.ctivit1cs 
Large drawing paper and crayons . 
1 
·wayne Griffin , Sounds Around Us, (New York: 
Scott, Fore"''""' and Co:npnny, 1951) . -
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Directions: !-~otivate pupils to dra\-1 their favorite toy . 
Each youngster can display his drawing and invite the others to 
"Guess what this is . 11 
Audio-Visual Materials 
Prompt the children to make constant use of the invaluable 
visual aids, such as, the blackboard and the bulletin board. 
lfuen the above drawings are completed suggest chat they arrange 
them prettily on the bulletin board so that all their friends 
can come and see their favorite toys . 
Story 6 Pages 78-82 
Synopsis 
It will soon oe Jean's birthday. John talks to 
Father on the telephone and tells him that Jean «ants 
a doll that talks . Judy tells Mother that Jean wants 
a doll that talks. 
On Jean's birthday, Father, Mother and John each 
give her a pretty doll thac talks . Jean has a happy 
birthday with her three dolls . 
Materials for Reading 
1. Basic readers for each child. 
2. Guidebook: Use pages 140 - 144. 
3 . New words: birthday she happy 
4. Words and phrase cards: Guidebook, page 140. 
I 
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5. Pocket chart and chart story. 
6. Guided reading: 
Cui<ie:x>ol:, ;>ages 
Use. pzocadurc 
14C - 142. 
su&&esteci i:-1 
Maurials for Lan.;ua&e 
l. Iuentify t).e motives of the story characters and 
visualize the story act ion in ~ Q2!! 1£! ~· Use proceaure 
sugge&Letl on page 142 in Guidebook . 
2. St..,·engtoen meaning association with the pronouns h£. 
~:nd !!!!!· Direct pupils to read a sentence and to un~erll.ne the 
pronoun at the right tho~ =eans the lace &8 the underlined ~~rd 
in the sentence . EAample: 
• 
Judy said, "Jea:a ¥ants a doll. 11 
\/hat will F-~ t;et for Jean? 
~ will have a ~appy birthday. 
She 
she 
F.c 
He 
he 
She 
3. Think- end- Do !look 
a. Use page 38 . The above exercise provides 
the nccessnry background for this page . 
b . Use page 39 . 
4. Develop Kcy12 \oo'Ork using the rc<J1n~ sentences. 
'or example: 
r. . . f.1at: Who . 
ae: ( ) Whose: 
... 
·= .,.. 
.lhOQ: l.'l ... re: W'hcn: 
-
,.... 
J, • 1 lUVe a blrtl ... ay . 
.):l~ 10 I;:J 8 DC:W Q. l. 
12t'itzgordu, ..!!!!· cit. 
I 
5. Drill the following questions on the reading story 
and be sure that children have oral end written work in aoth 
group end in~viuual situations. 
a. Who talked to Father on the telephone? 
b. Whose birthday wa:s it? 
c. How many dolls did Jean get? 
d . •here di<.l she put the dolls? 
tla ~c riA 1s for Speeci. 
1. Int~oduee tho oew reading words in story, A Q2!! 
birth<.lay she happy 
Foilo~ procedure suggested on page 51. 
2. Review vocabulary of Uoit 2. Usc sugsestcd procedure 
in Guidebook, page 14J. 
J. Strengthen visu~l-auditory perception of the i~itial 
consonants h, f, s, b, m, e, w and t. Usc GJlaebook, 
page 139 . 
4. Drill on digraphs, or co>;~binations of letters which 
make single speech sounds (sh, ch, ng, sh, ~+.). Be sure tr.at 
pupils can recall a word for each digraph. 
5. ~cvicw vowels -- long and short sounds. Use the 
13 Northlllllptolt Charts on o~ktag 24" by J6". (Sec Appendix B). 
l3c~crkc School for the Oeai, 21?· .£..!:.!. 
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Give Vocabulary Test 11 (pages 40 and 41) . 
lnscructions for administering the test and evaluating the 
results are given on pages luS - 106 of the Guidebook. 
L . Present orAl And vritcen dictation of the vocab~lary 
WOrCS for Speechrcading , 
3 . Drill the followin10 sentences that con~ain the new 
reading wo rds . Use pr~cedure suggested on p~gc ~5 . 
J udy slliu, "Jean will have a birthday. 
She f,o~tmts a doll that ta lks . " 
"Three new dolls," sai d Jean . 
··Now 1 have a big doll family , 
This is " happy birthday. " 
lli!!!,: At this point, children should be able to actlecc Key 
words in the above sentences f r om lipreading, Use colored 
(yellow) chalk on board, red pencil on rexographed papers . 
4. Prompt the children to t ell about their o·..m birthday 
parties or ones they have attended and to di~cuss the gifts 
they have received or given to someone. Then give thea an 
opportunity to dr~tize a birthday party. 
Materials for A~ditory Trainin~ 
1 . Integrace auditory craining into all the lanc;uage arts 
throughout the day . 
2. Interpret sout~t.ls, worcis. , phrases and sentences frota 
0 the reac:ling story. :!latever the organbction is, vocabc;lary 
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building QUSt be an integral part of auditory training. 
3. Develop pitch and rhyt~ through song and bodily 
activities especially .,.,ith primary deaf children. Try to keep 
pupils' voices flexible and pleasant. 
a. Pitch: Give opecific training in recognizing 
high aM low sounds. r.,e piano is an 
excellent device for this procedur~. C~ildren 
cay also be helped by tactile approaco. 
o. Rhythms: ;~ activity period might be built 
around rhyth::ls based on a variety of pets and 
toys. Commercial records contain gooo music 
that can be used for dogs, rabbits, birds, 
tops, tin soldiers, etc . 
Materials for Art Activities 
Lar.,e drawing paper. 
2. Colorful pictures of birthday parties. 
3. Crayo11s in good condition. 
Directions: Discuu the pictures of birthday parties to 
encourage ideas for drawings of a f~ly at a party. 1nen put 
all pictures away and have children draw thui r own iden of a 
happy birthday party. Lcl children display their drawings . 
Auuio·Visual .~terials 
1 lustrations: An extremely sicple, y~t efficacious, 
method in illustration technique is that of ccploying stickmcn 
as characters, e . g . , at the birl:hday party. l:ncoura,;e the 
child to illustrQtc each rncmber of the bool< fa:nily in any 
position he so desires. h is most effective. 
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Illustrations also include posters, charts , trips to the 
1 zoo and experience stories . (See Appendix A} All of these 
I"'~ ... ~ extensively, thoroughly and pleasurably. 
1 Story l 
II Synopsis 
Pages 88 - 91 
I 
In this story the three happy children, with parents 
and pnts, leave their home in the city for a visit in the 
country. They are going to visit two wonderful persons, 
Grandmother and Grandfather who live on a big farm . 
~ Materials for Reading 
II 
II 
l. 
2. 
Basic readers for each child. 
Guidebook to accompany Fun "41th John ~ ~- Use 
~ pages 151 - 155. 
3. New words, word cards and phrase cards are located in 
II 
Guidebook on page 151 . 
4 . Guided reading: Follow procedure suggested on 
II pages 152 - 153 in Guidebook. 
' 
5. Review the Flash word Games (Milton Bradley reading 
~ aid) . These two sets consist of core than 200 sight words as 
found in the first reading books . 
6 . Provide supplementary readers on the library table 
for enjoyment . 
II 
II 
II 
II 
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Hlltcriah for Lan ;ua;;e 
1. Strengt~en children's ability to Q4ke inferences 
frOQ picture clues . Use the procedure au&gt~teC in GuiCebook, 
pages 153 - 154. 
2. Cheek ability to associate the sounu and appearance of ~ 
words that are somewhat alike in soun<l and Corm. Directions: ~ 
a . Place the following pairl of words in b 
the pocket chart . 
b. Pronounce one word froc each pair. 
c. Have a pupil fra!lle the word and pronot.nce it . 
&he 
he 
at 
it 
Grandfather 
Graml::lo the r 
atop 
a poe 
J. llrill on the following quutions· 
(,. 
a. Where di~ the family go? 
b. Whoo did they go to seo? 
c. What color w~s the barn? 
d. Did the pets go coo? 
e . 'Aho talKed to Grandfather? 
Introduce the 
(is 
!<hat (are • 
Language Principle: 
• made of? . . . . 
a . ".lha t is the bam lllllde of? 
Of wood . 
b. 'Zhat are are.sses made of? 
Of cloth. 
Directions: 
a. Usc ohis language principle vell in advance 
in ~ny actual situations in lipreading and 
in "'riting. 
b. Provide constant review of all the language 
the children have learned in the past . 
I 
i 
I 
I 
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5. Think-and-Do Book 
use pages 44 and 45. 
Materials for Speech 
l. Introduce the new reading words: 
at Grandmother good Grandfather 
2. Promote visual-auditory perceptions of the initial 
consonants a and ~· use the procedures suggested on page 116 
of the Guidebook. 
3. ~evicw the auditory and vist!al perceptions of 
consonants in initial, final and medial positions . Use the 
Northampton consonant chart on oaktag 24" x 36' . 
(See Appendix B) 
4 . Drill the auditory-visual perception of digraphs . 
(th , sh , ch, wh, ph, ng, ck, k:n , wr) Be sure that children 
II can say, read and \.,rite a v.·crd for each sound . 
5. Present the phonics game, "Climb thE- StairS . 11 
Draw a stairs with six or eight steps . On each step, write 
a consonant on ~Mich practice is needea. Let a child climO 
II 
II 
II 
I 
~ 
~ 
~ 
II 
I 
II 
II 
the stairs by quickly giving a word that begins with t he soW'Id II 
of the consonant written on each stair-step . 
~ Haterials ill Speechreading 
1. Drill the Language Key-words and symools presented 
• 
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thu• far. Use t~e reading sentences for Qrill. e.g. 
0 r •:nny Spot can talk. 
,.--, 
~ - s, o • ·e an adjective.' Chil~ fines it 
and says it. 
b. "Now put the Key synbol under the adjective 
in yell""· chalk. " Child lip reads and follovs 
the cirection. 
2. Drill the following sentences fro~ the story, ~ £h£ 
.!::!!;:! . that contain the new reading words end usc t he suggested II 
proceaure on page SS . 
a . .,Here we are !,£ t.he farm, and 
here is Crand3otbcr . 
b. It is goo~ to have all our fa=ily 
here at .: .. c fam ." 
e . "Look at Spot," said Judy. 
d . "He said hello co Gr•ndfather . H 
Material for Auditory training 
1. Use the four sentences presented in speechreading. 
Ask th~ children to listen for a sound, word, phrase o r 
sentence . Discrimina t ion exercises, gcmcs or drills involve 
either recogni<oing likenesses or diCferences . This is a very 
important part of auditory trainina. 
2. Ootain as many colorful picturea of film ani..als :.s 
possible and p~t tne_ in the pocket chart. iell sooeching 
about eacb animal picture. If a child knows which one you are 
Lalking about, let n~ hold that picture . 
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J. Dr~tize w~e s~ory, At ~ ~· Help the chilGren to 
review the events and the egotlonal reactions of t~e story 
characters . 
4. ~ncourage appreciation of some goou farm commercial 
rccorus, e . g . ~~<Donald~~~· 
~~terials £2! ~ Activiti es 
1 . Large sheet of urawing paper. 
2. Crayons with clear colors. 
Uirectloni: Oi~cuss the farm scene -- house, barn, barnyard, 
gailbox, and so on- -with the children. Suggest that it ~ould 1 
be f~ for everyone to Cra• a farm scene that he likes the best. 
Auciio-Visual Materials 
Motivate ~.e pupils to judge accurately what a picture 
I repreaents, to anticipate what has happened prior to the 
incident pictured, to infer the time of day or year, to infer 
climate, to imadine the mood of 
plctur~ and to determine what o 
~ the p~rsons shown in the 
picture adds to one ' s sum total i 
of knowledge. 
Story ~ Pages 97- 100 
As usual, John and Jean arc ready to explore ne~ 
places, and seem undismayed by their n~w twO and four-
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footed frien ... s. In this a tory they go to the b.lrn a.1d 
discover a new faQily -- a cat and four prttty little 
kittens. Needless to say they are delighted. 
~~terials for Reading 
1. Basic readers for each child. 
2 . Cui<ieboo><: Use pages 159 - 1.- ~. 
cards are located on I 3. New words, word cards and ph rue 
159 in the Guidebook. II page 
4. Follow sugaested procedure on 
pages 16v - 161 in Guiaebook. 
5. Provid~ s~ppleme~tary ani=nl stories from other 
reeders on the Pri:er level4 Put A mar~er in pa~e on ~~ieh the 
story occurs. 
Hateri4l8 £2! Language 
1 . Introduce the preposieion "beside." Usc the verb 
put and story cut-outs for this specific principle. 
Directions: 
a. Review prepositions previously presented 
(on, in, under, in front of, in back of) 
1) Put Spot on the floor . 
2) Put Puff u;cer tho table, etc. 
b. Now let's put the pets in a new plAce. 
Jo you re~=ber where the spider •at i~ 
Little Hiss ~uf!et? (Besioe her) 
1) Put the pets buide the chair. 
2) Put Judy beside Jean. etc. 
II 
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c . Provide plenty of drill on prepositional phrases 
co be sure that the children sense the meaning of ft 
prepositions therein; howeveT, always keep the ' 
phrases intact. 
d. Increase the list of prepositions as quickly as 
children can learn them and as the occasion calls 
for them. 
2. Review the language-principles: \<here is ..... 1 
the above material. 
a . Where is Judy? Beside Jean. 
3. Drill on the following questions: 
a . Where did John and Jean go? 
b . :.fuere was the white hen? 
c. '<here was the new family? 
d. rdhe.re were the four kittens? 
4. Think-ana-Do Book 
----
a . Page ~ -- Skill: Re~ognizing the meaning of plural 
nouns formed by adding !. to known .!22,! words . 
b. Page 49 Skill: Co~prehcnding the narrative text . 
c . Page 2Q Skill: Forcing visual images . 
~~terials !2E Speech 
1. Introduce the new reading words during the phonics 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II period. (hen, kitten, cat, d~ck) 
Promote visual-auditory perceptions of the initial 2. 
~ consonants h and k. Present the sound of 1 as a final 
consonant . Use procedure on page 162 in Guidebook. 
I 
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3. Develop careful observation of the details of wo~ 
forms for toe purpose of re~bering th~. Cse Gui~ebook, 
pa&e 162. 
4. Encourage c~ildrcn to m~ri~e a l,ey ~ for long 
and short vowels, consonants and digraphs . (sh-·shoe) 
5. Introduce auditory-visual perception of the blends of 
!' and l in words . (In consonant blends the letters ~, ~. 
or 1 is seen and its sound can be heard.) For exa~ple: 
bl 
cL 
br 
cr 
Materials for Sptt:c:1.rca.c...;.n;; 
SCI 
sp 
apl 
atr 
1. Develo~ oral anQ writt~n dictation of t~e vocaOulary 
words from the story, A !:cw Far:dly. 
2. Drill on the following sentences from tr.e above story 
chat contain the new reading worc.ia . 
We have a new family in the barn, 
a cat and fo~r kittens. 
"C'iUCk, cluck, cluck," snld the .h!!l· 
"Look at che >lhite hen," said Jean. 
"She wants to see the new faally." 
3. Review the nursery rhymes and aongs thus far 
presented . u.e c:~c: guessing game, ~ !2...!. or ~E. 1· 
For cU!Jple: "'ly """"' is Mary, and I have a l~b. \iho 81:1 11" 
Recite ~ tl!£ a Little ~b. 
I 
~ 
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4. Read alouJ the story of Burlnp, by Horgan Dennis . 
Unlike Spot, Spot, Burlap is a far=-ore~ dog, but like Spot, 
Burlap so~ow manages to get into trouble. 
Materials 12! Auditory Training 
1. Interprtt words, phrases. sentences from the 
spcechrcading sentences select-ed froon £!. ~ Family. 
2. Provlcie a set of farm animal pictures . A Plymouth 
chart "'~kes a convenient display mediU::> for pictures. 
J , Introduce the sound~ Bnd verbalizations ~~e oy 
anl=ala in nbov~ set of picture• . Have the child listen for 
the recorued so~na of a real dog barking and then to •he 
tro:achcr' a verbalization oi a bark anJ identify each . 
4. Obt~in recoro or tape recoraing of 5ounds and 
verbalizations selecceu for the lesson . The teacher asks the ~ 
child to difl~rcntiatc between sounds and their verbaLized J 
imitations by pointing to the dog i f the ''real' ' s ound is ~ 
heard unu to herself if a word for the sound is played. 
5 . Use collllllercial records: Old H4CDonald Had.!!. Farm 
(caravan recor .. s), and Muffin .!!! £!!! Country (Young People's 
~corJa) . 
Hnter1als for t:!E_ Activities 
l.~r6• drawing paper and crayons . 
Dir~ctions: Encourage chil<iren to <lraw all the ani:Dals 
Boston UntYera1tr 
School ot Eduoatio' 
Library 
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I on Grandfa•her ' s farm . Make an attrac•ive display of the 
[ drawinbs on the bulletin board. 
II Audio-Visual Materi als 
II 
~ 
~ 
l. Films trips : Select all films on the mru. unit and use 
throughout Unit 3 of the reader as the occasion arises . 
2 . ~otion Picture Fil~s: Use these films in correlation 
with stories in Unit J. 
a . Autumn on the Farm 
b. Spring E,!! the Farm 
Story 9 
Synopsis 
E . B. films 
£. B. films 
Pages 111-114 
'.l'nile John, Jean and Judy are saying good- by to 
their animal friends, Grandfather calls and tells them 
that Grandmother has a surprise for them. They run t o 
the house and Cran~nother gives them a big bOK of 
animal cookies. 
II Materials for Reading 
1. Basic readers for each child, 
2. Guidebook: Use pages 174 - 178 . 
3 . New words, word and phrase cartis and vocabulary 
phrases are located on page 174 in Guidebook. 
4. Guided reading: Use _procedure suggested on 
pages 175 - 176 in Guiaebook. 
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5. Independc~t reacing: 
& . !!!£. r.~i::::.a.is of Fa~.cr Jones by Gale 
b. Farm Stories by Jackson, et al. 
c. Cone to the Farm by Tens~;;":" -
Materials ~ Language 
l . Cu1Jebook: Use pages 176 - 177 
e . Strengthen ability to recogni<e compound 
words made up of two known words . 
b . ProMOte fluency by rereading famili3r stories . 
c . Use pages 59, 60 and 61 of Thlnk-~-22 Books . 
2 . Questions on the story, Good-by !_2 r:he F3n.. 
a. Who saia good- by to the pony~ 
b. What ~as che surprise~ 
c . ~1at ~nd of cookies were they? 
d. Who laughed? 
e . Where did the family go? 
3. Verbs: It has been said that two-thir~s of the 
language orrors of the deaf are mado in the use of verbs . 
this rcuon it is very L:Jportant that the children of this 
grade uso correctly the verb forms that have already been 
introduced before teaching any new one. 
For 
The following verbs arc a;nong t.l oue t:hat require careful 
attention: 
Ca::>e 
went 
took 
brousht 
~ave 
sent 
picked 
carried 
Lan~r,e Stories anu Drill, by Croker, Jones anu Pratc, l4 
14crokcr, Jones and Pratt, Languano Stories and Drills , 
(Ven::ont: Ven.-.ont Publishing Co., 19:.9) . 
~ 
~ 
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gives an excellent outline for presentation of verbs . II 
4. News: A daily period should be given to ~ on some II 
form of original la11guage work . Let the child express what he 
II is thinking as best he can before correcting his languag~H:-
q I will often require a new word or even a new language principle 
to express what he wishes to say -- and what better time can onJ 
find to present it than when the need will fix the meaning and ~ 
use? (A suggested page is given in Appendix A. ) 
5 . Time <<ark: ·,latch for opportunities in the reading 
stories to work in time wo rds and phrases . Create occasions 
after they have been presented to prompt their use, e . g . 
Tuesday morning 
Thursday afternoon 
a long time ago 
last year 
next year 
this month 
II TWo charts that have been used effectively are included in 
Appendix A. 
~ Materinls for Speech 
1. Introduce new reading words from the story, Good-by 
.!£ .£!!£ ~· 
so surprise some laugbe<! 
Use suggested procedure on page 51. 
2 . Give further practice in auditory perception of rhyme. 
Use Guidebook, page 177 . 
~ 
~ 
! 
~ 
II 
II 
II 
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3. Develop auditory-visual perception of final blends in 
words . For cxa:nple: ~ sk nd ld lk St nk 
nt mp lp lt ct xt ~ Be sure that children know a key word for each blend. 
4 . Provide drill on the consonant ci1art including the 
secondary spellings . Children should know a l\.ey wore for each 
sound and be able to ·.vrite it from memory. (See Appendh B) 
5 . Present the rhyt:lC, Lit:tlc Boy~, and the song, 
II~ Morning, Little Yello·.< Bird. Use these for drill in 
II 
~ 
accent and phrasin&· Drill on necessary vocabulary . 
6 . Phonic Game: Print on a chart in colunns a list of II 
the reading words in Unit 3 of the basic reader . Teacher gives 
a word ~ on the chart . Children find the words on the chart 
that have the same beginning consonant, ending consonant, or 
double consonant as the wor d given by the teacher , or those 
that rhyoe with it . 
Materials £2! Spcechrcading 
l . Drill on the following sentences from Good-by~ the 
Farm that contain the new reading ~ords: 
Judy said, "l want to SQY good-by to the little pony . ~• 
"So do I, 11 saio Je.an.. ~ 
''Here are some cookies," saici Grandmother. Jean-said, 11Th is is .a big surprise. 11 
Grandfather laughed and lau?~ed . 
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2. Present Little Boy Bl~e and Good Morni ng , Little 
Ycllo:. Bird on separate charts and provide the necessary cirill 
for speechreading. ~ 
3. Place several colorful ani~~l pi ctures on blackboard ~ 
and have children ask each other questions ab¢ut the different ~ 
animals and the sounds they ma'ke . 
4 . Think-~-Q£ ~: Use page 62. Give Vocabulary 
Test III . Instructions for acbtini stering the test and 
~ 
II evaluating the results "re given on pages 105- 106 of 
Naterials for Auditory Training 
Guidebook. 
II 
1 . Interpret the sounds, l<TOrds , phrases and sentences 
0 used in the story, Gooci-by ,!2 £!!£ ~· 
0 
2 . Integrate vocaOulary and language principles into 
related arts throughout each day . 
3 . Present Scotc , Foresman' s record, Around !h£ ~, 
Parts I and II fro.n Sounds Around Us . 15 
~ Haterials for Art ,;ctivitics 
Newsprint and crayons . 
I Directions : Sug£eSt that the children draw pi ctures of the 
story characters "aving good-by either in the barnyar<i or fro:n 
the car and also illustrations of the cookies in the big 
15
sounds Around ~. 2£· cit. 
II 
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&:uprise box. 
Audio·Vlsulll Hl:terials 
1. TV Prograc: Story of ani~l• and fa~ life . 
2. Hotion Picture Films: CorrdnLc with the reading 
&•orics in Unit Three. 
a . Su:.11.::er on the Farm . 
----b. ~inter on the Faro . 
---
Story 10 
E. B. 
E. 8 . 
rilms 
Films 
Pageo 123 - !25 
John, Jean and Judy •• still in ~:eir af!ectio~ate 
fa:.>ily setting •• reac'- out into the neighborhood for 
friends with who. they ca.n share t.'leir new gaJ:~es. Jean 
plays the gar.e of~~ Thioblc. Judy finJs !.t and 
hides it on her finger unnoticed by the other children . 
. }fl>terinls for Rending 
1. Basic readers for ccch child . 
2. Guidebook: Use pages 189 • 193. New words, word and 
phrasu cards, vocabulary phrases and guided readi,,.; arc loc;,tcd 
within the above ~ntioned pages. 
3. Look over the story books on the library shelf and 
encourage tne children to decide which ones they would like to 
keep for further inQepend~nt cnjoyc>ent and for rercadin;;. 
l . Guidebook: Use pages 191 • 192. 
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a. Strengthen t~e underae&nding that a sen~ence 
is a ceaning unit . 
b . P~o~te the ability to use con:ext clues as 
~~ aiu in checking word recognition. 
c . Clarify place relationship• and strengthen 
meaning associations with ~he prepositions 
in , ~ and under. 
d . Use pages 65 and 66 of Thlnk-~-Q2 Book. 
2 . Drill questions on the ruading atory. 
J. 
a . Who hid the th~ble? 
b . Who found it? 
c . Where ~as it~ 
d . Did the c~ildren guess ~~ere Ju~y put it? 
c. !low mBny children played the ga::e? 
16 Suild ~~e Fitzgeral~ Key. 
a . Use t .e Key <Or prepositional phr •• ses sus;;ested 
ir: t •. < story, Who £!.!! ~ ll' 
o . 
c . 
d . 
See tr.at children point to correct l<ey-:oorc . 
Ad<! ~o t:Oe Key as fast as the children visualize t 
the thoughts back of key-words . Everything thati 
is introduced must bu put into ir.1111edi ate use. ~ 
Keep ti '" Key oymbole slllllll and al.,ays below 
lines . Use the nacea of the parts of speech 
'-lllen r"ferrin& to the symbols . 
veri> pronoun adjective 
(Use only chese three for now. ) 
4. Give special drill on plural forms of nouns, 
particularly those ~+.ose fo~s arc irregular, anu th" 
possessive forms, both singular and plural. 
0 l~Fit<gerald , ~ cic . 
108 
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~evle- adverbs of canner in action uorl< . The adverbs 
~ and there ~y be ~rilled in conversation; as. 
a . u-.1nere is the box?" "On the Jcsl<.,. 
uwho put it there?" 
b . "Peggy' a oother came !::.£.!£. lest night . " etc . 
6 . ~e~..rri.te or reread Neo;s a.nc Jo\.J.rnals which chi!.dren 
hcve enjoyed cha~~ing the tice phrase~. (See Appen'iA A) 
1. Introduce the new reading ~~rds: 
must under am 
II 
2. Provide further practic e in visual-auditory perception 
of rh~c . Usc SUabCSted procedures in Guidebook on page 192. 
:; . Drill at:ditory· ·•isual perception of tons and short 
vowels . Provide practice so t~at children will ec=ori~e a 
key- word f::>r each vowel. 
4. Proviuc opportunity for repetition aacl application I 
of consonants with sccon~ary spellings . (~efer to Appendi;, B) ~ 
5 . Introduce rhyce, There l!! ~ Q!f ~o~n ~ Lived in 
~ ~· Drill the necessary vocajulary phrasco . 
6 . Develop aoility to gake new words Dy changing the 
vowel fn a word such aa bag to make the nt.<W words . bit; , bo&, 
beg and bug . 
7 . Print on cards anci place in a row in the chart holder 
0 wrds representing the five short vowels . Give t!le pupils 
' ~ 
II 
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II cards bearing other words with short vowel sounds . Each child 
reads his word and places it under the '~oro with the sa:ne 
, vowel sound. 
Haterials for Speechreading 
l. Drill on the following reading sentences: 
Jean said , '".le can play with this . 
You must not see where I put it." 
"Surprise ! Surprise! 11 said Judy . 
"It is not under sotnething . 
It is on a girl, and 1 .!!!!! the girl" 
2. Strengthen ability to place Kex-words and symbols 
under dictated words in the above sentences: as, 
under something, Jean 
3 . Develop a chart on There ~ ~ Qg ·..roman Aho Lived 
in a Shoe . Provide arill for lipreading vocaoulary phrases 
1md oral questions on the rhyme . 
II 
II 
l 
~ 
~ 
~ 
II 
II 
1 
4 . Giv<> additional drill on lipreading of favorite 
I such as holidays , birthdays, stories, etc. 
topics I 
5 . Read and discuss the story of ~ed ~ding Hood . 
(A suggested page is included in Appendix A.) 
II Materials for Auditory Training 
II 
~ 
1. Provide drill for interpreting vocabulary ill the 
related language arts . 
2. Allow time for appreci.ation of records . 
3. Encourage some listening games . 
~ 
~ 
~ 
II 
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4. Dr~cize so:e of the children's favorite games, as 
Mnceriats !£! !!£ hctiviti~s 
Supply of lar0e paper and crayons. 
Directions: Draw a picture of your £avorit~ bame and 
c};plain it to cne class. 
Audio-Visual Materials 
Usc Film strip 1, Rhyuc ri:ne fro::> the seric~ Fil;:,strips 
for Practice in Phonetic SKill~. This will provide an 
abundance of sti=~lating practice in auditory perc~ptio~ ~r 
rhy:oe . 
.;. Ri<i~ with Mother 
Story !!. Pages 135 -
Synopsis 
ln ~his selection Mo~her provides an excursion 
that includes, not just her family, but their friends 
as well. She takes the children to the zoo in a big 
ydlow bus. 
When they arrive, everyone gets out except Judy. 
Then the chil~ren nave to go back into the ~~ to loo~ 
for her . 
XAtorlals for ~aciins 
1. Basic readers for each child. 
2 . New wor~s, word and phraee cards and voca~ul3ry 
phru•e• are located in Guidebook on pages 200 - 203 . 
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II 3. Independent reading: After the children have read the II 
selections lis t ed in the Bibliography, allow them to interpret 
the pictures and the teht and ~o discuss the story situations 
•ith their classmates . 
4 . Continue drill on educational scacwor~ that will fix 
11 
the learning of the sight 
MAterials £2! Language 
words . 
II 
l . Guidebook: Usc pages 202 - 203 
a . Strengthen meaning associatior'ls \.rich ~ 
and ~here through contrast . 
b. Provide iurther practice with these adverbs 
by using page 70 of Think- and- Do Book. 
2 . Questions on the reading story , A Ride with Hother. 
a . ~fuo took the children for a ride? 
b. How many chilciren went in the bus? 
c . Wh~t color was the bus? 
d . Where did they go? 
e . .lho forgot to get off the bus? 
3. Adjectives : Enlarge the list of descrip tive 
adjectives as quickly as possible. Teach them both as 
predicate adjectives and also as adjectives ~ich modify a 
predicate nominative; 3S , 
Alan is tall . Alan is a tall boy . 
Provide several exercises for the different uses of 
adjectives . Buell ' s 17 Language Outline has an excellent 
<:) 17suell , 2£· £!!. , p. 120 . 
--~---
I 
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II see tion on adj ec ti ves . 
~ 4. The news period: 'i-lhcn the children i.vrite about an 
I 
II 
~ 
I 
~ 
experience, whether it be i""""diately following the oral 
discussion or whether it be on the following day, questions on ~ 
the main points should be written on the board to guide the 
children in proper sequence and organizations. (Sec .. ppendix A) 
s. Letters : Atten1pt a written letter at least every 
two weeks . These should not be too long ~nd should contain 
only real news . 
Materials f2E Speech 
l . Introduce the new reading words . Usc suggested 
procedure on page 51 of this paper. 
2 . 
3. 
4 . 
Guidebook: use pages 202 - 203 . 
a . Develop ability to sec the relationship between 
one-syllable known words that arc alike except 
for the initi~l consonant; e .g., make, cake . 
b. Build readiness for attacking unknown words 
through substitution of initial consonants at 
Book One level; e .g ., bike, dike . 
Structural analysis . Drill: 
a . Adding s to known root words . 
b. Compound words made up of two known root . ..,res. 
Dictionary skills : 
a . Develop the recognition of alphabetical sequence. 
b. Divide the alphabet into three parts : 
.! to li• h to ~; g to ~· 
I 
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5. Introduce rnyce , Hey, Dida:e Diddle. 
Provide aril l for new vocabul•TY· Review rh~ and songs 
previously presented . 
Materials for Spccchreoding 
l. Check ci1ildren' s ability to discuss the read in:;; story 
pictures, vocabulary, and oral ~~estions . 
2. Drill on the following reading sentences: 
Tor:t said, 11Jump 1n,Judy . 
Here '<~~C go for a fasc ride ." 
11Look in ~.:hcrt: , " said Jack . 
"Is Judy in there? '' 
They all went in to !in<i Judy . 
J . Intro~~ce the chart s~ory of Hey, Diddle, Diddle. 
0 Drill r.,y..;e pictures ana new vocabulary. 
4. Tell the story of Peter 3abolc. Provide a chart 
story for dri:l . D~vlllop a set of oral questions fro:" the 
~ colorful pictures in the story book, 
I f~terials for Auditory Troiniog 
Interpret sounus, *Ords , phrases and sentences in 
the re<!ding >tory, A Ride wit .. Hoth•r. 
2. Provioe drill in rhyth:dc .ark. Play recoros tbat 
the children enjoy listening to ; e . g . , a r4hblt, bird or 
elephant . 
3. Encourage liltening to the story oC Peter Rnbbit 
<:) and Hey Diddle, Diddl~, on records . 
~ -~-~-;;...-.-
0 I Materials .£2!: ~ Activities i 
II Supply of crayons and large paper . I 
~ Directions: Encourage children to draw a picture of John, Jean, 
~ Judy and their friends on the bi& yellow bus . Allow time for II 
discussion. ~ 
Audio -Visual Materials ~ 
Introduce Filmstrip II, Beginning Sounds, fro~ the ~ 
series Filmstrips for Practice in Phonetic Skills . This will 
1. 
provi<ie an abundance of stic.1ulating practice in auditory ~ 
perception of initial-consonant sounds . 
2 . Present filmstrip of Peter Rabbit . This will provide 
<:) a flow of stimulating language . 
0 
Pets at School 
II Story 12 Pages 152-15 7 
II 
I 
Synopsis 
Pet Day at John and Jea~'s school is a very exciting 
day for all the children. Little Quack has a prominent II 
place in this story because he gets lost in the classroom. 
John, Jack and all the children look evexy.lhere for hiP . 
Finally, they locate him ~der the black hen . II 
Materials for Reading 
l . Guidebook: Usc pages 210 - 214. 
2 . Drill vocabulary phrases needed for this story. 
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All the pees . 
with the children 
hens and chickens 
for a wocher 
dogs and cats 
cannot talk 
under this hen 
They all 
3 . Review educa~ional seatwork previously presente~ in 
..:he stories . 
4. Independent rending . 
• !:! Toy Duck at School 
b. Nancy's ~~School. 
c . Co1ae to the Zoo . 
~ Na terin l for Language 
Guidebook: Use pages 212 • 213 . .. 
2. 
a . Promote fluency by rereading some of the 
familiar stories . 
b . Think-and-Do Book: Use pages 75 and 76 . 
Use the fo llo1rlng questions on the reading 
a . .olhat was the name of the story? 
b. On ~>hat page was it? 
c . How many pets came to schoo 17 
u. ~ere was Little Quack? 
e . ;o~hat color was the hen? 
f . When did the children go home? 
story: 
3 . s~nmarize and record your informal evaluations of 
' 
each child's progress made at the completion of this bnsai 
reader . For example , record answers to these questions : 
II a . Does he 
and its 
associate the 
printed form? 
sound of a word 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
b. 
c . 
Can he visualize word fon1s? II 
Does he recognize vocabulary easily in context? II 
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d. Can he recognize the motives and che cootional 
reactions of story characters and use this 
information in interpreting the text? 
e . Can he grasp the main idea of a page anu of 
the encire story? 
4 . Provide drill for review of question forms used by 
the pupil throughout the reading stories: 
'iolhosc . . . . ? 
:/hom . . . ? 
To •Jhom . . ? 
"Ji th whom . . ? 
Can 
Jhat 
~at 
.rneo 
• . . . . . . .
is .. .. ~~e of? 
kind or . ... . ... ? 
? 
. . . . . . 
.. n1erc is . . . . . . . '! 
.&ere dld .. .• .. • 
\&ere "ill . . . . . ? 
Was • • • . . • . . . • . . 1 
tlcre . . . . . . . . . . . ? 
Did . . . . . • ... . .. ? 
Wi 11 • . . . . . . . . . . ? 
l.-:y . • ... • ... • .. ? 
5 . Describe some of the book characters founJ in 
Fun with John and J ean.18 Use a very simple outline . The 
11 following one llllly oe utilized: 
a . Who is John? 
b. What is the color of his ey~s and hair? 
c . ls he tall, small, thin, etc .? 
d. ;&at has he on? 
c . What does he like to do? 
6 . Create occasions for the children to use acquired 
~ vocabulary fro~ the basal readers uncil it is retained an~ 
j used spontaneously. Give each child a chance to express 
~ himself in the natural language he should be expectec:. to use. 
II l8o ' Brien, £!! · .£!.£. 
I 
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II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
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Groht 1 s 19 book on Katura.l Language is an excellent application 
of the above principle. 
II Material ~ Speech 
II 
1. Provide drills on the following : 
D . Consonants with secondary spellings. 
b. Long and short vowels . 
c . Ke)'WOrd for each of the above sounds . 
II 
II 
2. Review phonetic skills previously presented throughout I 
the Guidebook. 
a . 
b. 
For exanple: 
rhyme . 
initial -consonant 
~ 
~ 
c . 
Auditory perception of 
Auditory perception of 
sounds in ·.~-orci.s. 
Visual - auditory perception 
Visual - auditory percepti on 
of 
of 
initial 
rhyme. 
consonants. l 
d . 
3. Strengthen ability in structural analys i s and 
provide sufficient drill for the following: 
a . Adding ..'..! to known root words. 
b. Adding the suffix y to known words . 
c . Adding cd , ing , and d to root forms . 
4 . Develop the follo,.i ng dictionary skill: 
a . Pronounce a word in a given list and ask 
children if it begins with a letter in the 
first, middle or las t part of the alphabet. 
b. Ask a child to find and pronounce a word 
that begins with ~· 
c . Ask another child to find and pronounce 
the woru beginning with the next letter 
of t~1c:. alphabet and so on . 
19Groht, .2.1?.· cit . 
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5. Introduce vocabulary for new story, Three Little Pigs II 
and rhyce, H~pty Dumpty. 
Materials for Speechreading 
II l. Usa the followl.ng reading sentences for drill . 
All the pets callle to sci>ool. 
They came with the children. 
Jack said, "Ob, John ! 
Where is Little Qu~ck?" 
All the children looked and looked 
for tnc duck . 
2 . Review all the favorite stories in each Unit as 
follows : 
"· 
..sho can 
about a 
find a 
duck? 
story in our oook that tells 
What is the name of the story? 
b. SubOest that pupils look quickly through the 
story reading the pictures and text. Then 
have the story read aloud. 
c. Treat other stories in the above manner. 
3 . Give Vocabulary Test IV (Think- and- Do Book, page 77). 
Instructions for administering the test and evaluating the 
results are given on pages 105 106 of the Guidebook. 
4. Present the chart story of The Three Little Pigs. 
Discuss the new vocabulary and colorful picturas . Use the 
above procedure for the rhy;.oe, Humpty Dwnpty . 
Materials for Auditory Training 
II 
II 
l. Provide sufficient drill in vocabulary interpretation II 
0 ~ 
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of the following: 
a. Reading story -- Pets at School. 
b . Story Book - - Three Little Pigs . 
c . ru1yme -- Humpty Dumpty. 
2. Review ani mol rhythms enjoyed throughout the reading 
20 
of I!!.n !2:.Eh :!.2h!! and Jean . Each child '"8.Y choose his 
favorite animal to portray in rhythm, or the entire group may 
~ perfor.Q a chosen activity. 
II 3 . Dramatize some of the favorite stories in Units 2, 3 
II 
and 4. TI1is would also be a good tirne to share Ruth M. Tensen' s
11 
delightful Co~e ££~~;e. g., the pupils could take turns 
in interpreting each page orally. 
I Materials for Art Activities 
~ 
I 
Large drawing paper and crayons . 
Directions: Suggest that each pupil draw a very large 
picture of his pet or pets . Encourage discussion of the entire 
II story. 
II Audio-Visual Materials II 
Introduce Filmstrip III, Letters and Sounds, fro~ the 
series of Filmstrips for Practice in Phonetic Skills . These 
fillllStrips may be used several times with the class . ~ 
~ 
20o ' Br1en, 2E· cit . 
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~: It should be evident that not everything in the 
organization of materials need be used everyday 
for every story. Hence the reaccr should feel 
free to use it piece meal and take as long as he 
£eels it is necessary for a story. 
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CHAPTER V 
SU!-~\RY 
Tnis paper w.os concerned with ::~~e use of the lansu:!ge arts 
required in effectively teachir><> readin& to ~caf chi.dren, 
na""'ly: Speecn 
Specchrea<lidg 
.•:.udic~ry Trai1~lns 
O:bc~ Related Arts 
~ The resclins lessons t-:crc ~ascd on the Gtlidcboo~trl1icb 
DCC01.:p,1nies the Ptioer , Fun with John and Jca:> . 2 The selection 
~ - ---
of the story, ">fno Is It?" on Pages 13- l! froo Unit One for 
the lllustrateu lesson plL~ presupposed that the children ha~ 
c~~letcd the Prc-Pri ~r i' :his series. 
Bec~use ::~is stuuy nlso intended ~o inc~rpo~acc ~;e usc of 
8 t.ic :el.:lted langun&c arts in a reading story. ti1c lllustraccd 
~lesson plan 
1. 
was divided inco the followin~ parts: 
"Who Is 
Devclopcent of a rending lessor usin& 
It?" !roc Unit One of c:,e Primer. 
t!-ac sto::y, 
' Construction of nc~ l~uaJe principles in 
correl3ticn with the above readin& seory. 
3 . Speech correction of vhich the reading lesson 
shot-~ed t\1e need . 
~---
lrhc Reverend John A. O'Brien , !!.!.£ ~ C:tthedral Basi c 
:leaders, Curricuho Foundation Series (tlew York: Scotc, 
F~resoan and Co~p3ny, 1952) . 
2~. 
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4 . Spccc:vrcOlcing accivities using five se:-tenccs 
froa the scor;, "llho Is It:?" c::phnsizing t!lc new re"dinz 
vocabulary . 
5 . 1\udtory T:::aini~ cployin.; rcpcti tive drills 
for reading vocn::n,lar;-, words, phrases and sentences . 
6 . Other related Art.s . 
a. Developcent of ~riting as anothc::: ~c~ns 
of using t:~c new rendins \-.tords . 
o. Dral:l4thac:ion by eliciting cl·eative 
reactions fro~ "he children at tne 
coopletion of tlic rcadino story . 
c . . ~:::t :~ctivitics to indicctc chil:: ' s 
concept of ~he story and for fu:-chcr 
e=tjoy:::c:lt. 
o. \udio-Visual Aid3 in corr~lation "~~~ 
t...~e reading st.oey, "Who Is It? 11 
This lesson plan should be regarded as: 
a . .~ reco::cendation for va:::l"tion ""d 
e"pansion or objectives. 
o. A systematic approach for correlation 
of the languago arts . 
The organization of teaching materials for the twelve 
select~d rci!.dlns stories was prcpar<::c.l t!J n.ccocpany t~:c 
Pricer, Fun ~ :!..2bl a.'1.: ~.3 Thrco stories were chos<O 
fro= each U<>it in the =ouo-.. in;; order: 
Unit 1 Look Up 
Wor~ and Pl:~y 
Jean P.elps ~:other 
= 
Unit 2 Spot and the Blue Ball 
Judy Talks 
A Doll fo::: Je.o:-> 
123 
0 Unit 3 At ohe far.o Unit 4 
A Net; F=ily 
G.lod -by t.o r.hc Far.~ 
Whv Can !in<! It? 
A Ride vi\: . .~ Mother 
Pets £t. sc::ool 
A c~pil~tion of s~~es:ed QAteriols vcs also i~cluded 
for eac~ of the related lan<:uage arts. The csef;..lness of t~e.c I tcachil1& materials will depend on the pupils' needs and the 
~ teacher ' s incicnuit:y . 
LiDitations of tne Stu~y 
l. The study "''s limited to one grace level in n 
residential school !or the deaf. 
2. It was not usc~ experi~tally. 
0 Sur;,:;estions is!,! Further 'tesearch 
0 
Several opporounities for further research present I thcc:selvcs as c result of this study. 
I 
1 . An evaluation of the illustrated lesson plan ond 
tcach.l"g materials described herein. 
2. The dcvelop~ent of reading in a language arts progra:n 
for a higher graci.e level . 
J . ~ further canvassing in t~e fielus of rcadins n~d 
related l~1g~sc arts f or adecd materials suit~~le 
for t~aching ~'e pricary deaf child. 
4. An cxpcricencal study of reading in the laog~gc 
arts pr.:>gr""' involving pria3ry deaf caUdrcn fro:::o 
several resi~ential schools for ~~c uenf. 
S. A c~parative stuey of reading nna the rcl~ted 
language arts bctw<cn 3 nomal child and ~ chill! 
who is deaf. 
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APPEh'OlX ,; - - LANGUAGe: 
News April 4 
Karon's fa thor 
gave us a big brown 
bag of canay. It 
was gooo . 
We said, 'Thank 
you", to Mister !W&crs . 
~lQWS April 1 
-
Steven an<i hiti 
or~ther Ricky made a 
,eauciful gar~en 4t 
JO.:e last: wee..:.·4.'nd. 
Journals* 
News April _!t 
Bruce uid not cOMe 
to school thio QOrning . 
He is in the hospital . 
He has a very sore throat. 
WQ arc sorry. 
Perh~ps we vil vrite him 
a lett~r tomorrow. 
News April 1 
Puggy'• <>Other 
her a new book last 
Saturday. The n~ 
is 3£!! Rid in , !!.22!!. 
cost Sl.w. 
broughL 
of it 
It 
l'.ayoe they vill have 
soce vegetables next 
month . 
N~ws April 2_ 
Alan has new orown 
shoes . He bought t,1e'll 
in a big store lase 
week-end. They cost 
$8 . ~0. He wore the:J to 
school yesterday. 
t<e liked them. 
All the chil~re~ 
liked it . 
~ April 8 
Charlotte got up 
early thll morning and 
picked 80Qe pussy •4illows. 
She brou&ht them to school. 
They arc very pretty. 
We put thee on the 
win<iow sill. 
*Class News for week of April 3-9, 1960. 
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~ man showed us a movie after 
supper one Thursday . We saw many 
animals . We saw some elephants, 
some lions, some horses, some bears, 
and some tigers . They lived in a zoo j 
They did many tricks . Some elephants 
played ball . All the boys and girls 
laughed and laughed . 
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TIME and WEATHER CHART I 
(September to December) 
1959 November 1959 
Sun . Mon . Tues . wed. Thurs . Fri. Sat . 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
15 16 17 18 19 20 21 
22 23 24 25 26 27 28 
29 30 
The month is [ November J 
Yesterday was [Monday] 
Today is (!uesday J . 
Tomorrow will be ~~ednesdayJ 
It is [very cold] . 
MONTHS B WEATHER 
1960 
Sun. Mon. 
1 2 
8 9 
15 16 
22 23 
29 ;;c 
May 1 - 7 
last week 
May 8 - 14 
this week 
Hay 15 - 21 
next weelt 
0 
!!!:m CHART II 
(January to J une) 
May 
Tues . Wed . Thurs . Fr i. 
3 4 5 6 
10 ll 12 13 
17 18 19 20 
24 25 26 27 
31 
April 
last mont! 
May 
this month 
June 
next month 
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1960 
Sat . 
7 
14 
21 
28 
143 
1anguage Chart Story 
0~ ~ay qttle Re~ Riding Hood 
7 Vv'he..n ""f h 0. 
her grandmother who 
' 
was went to see 
very si_Qk. 
A bad wolf chased Grandmother . 
" 
-r 
' Then he tried to eat Red Riding Hood . 
T 7 
-
She was afraid. 
-,-
-
.--, 
The good hunter came and shot 
~ ~ who 
. 
the bad wolf . , 
1 •. 
-
0 AY~~NOlX 8 -- SP~~CH 
'"'" 
Northa;npton Chnrt.s ...... Co:1S4.lnanc Sow'TIJS 
h-
wh w- II 
p - o- m 
-p _.., 
t- <i- n 1 r -
- t -d 
k- g- ng 
c "6 n(k) 
-~ 
ck 
f v I 0 ph 
l 2 
t h th 
y-
s z~ 
c(e) 
c(i) x = ka 
c(y) 
qu = k"'-' 
II sh zh 
ch Jz 
tch o· 
-gc 
... ge 
0 I 
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Vowel Sounds 
II 
l 2 
00 00 o- e aw 
-o-
(r)u- e oa au ~ (r)e;; - a o(r) 
2 ~ OW 
ee 
0 
- 1 - a- c - e- - a-
ai 2 - c - y ea 
1 
II 
ea ay 
e- e 
0 ar - u - ur 
- a er II 
-ar ir ~ 
-cr 
- ir ~ -or 
-ur ~ 
- re 
a - e i - e o- e ou oi u- e II 
1 
ai igh oa O;.t oy e• 
ay - y - a 
~ 2 0 ow 
~ 
I 
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VoW<• 1 Sounds in Words l.ie ~ 
l•D22n b£21< h£!.m£. 8!!! &£t 
C!ught p£!!n~s c~t 
sr!..:! no corn I 
snow 
f!!d six 'M.de fell bat 
""' 
pcnnx rain r..,•oather 
bf!nS pl,!!X ~ 
car 
'.!!" fur -banana her I dollar bJ:!d 
0 brot!"'.er hair 
cOlor 
four ~ ~.::£. 
gr,!Pe d<r.c n2,se m2!!s• noise June ~ 
p!!!.l ni;:ht ~t d~ bov 
-
ne-..-
Ka_y Sk;t no 
show 
0 
